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Modul-dance
Moving With Dance Artists
Across Europe
Modul-dance was a four-and-a-half-year cooperation
project that involved twenty European dancehouses
from sixteen countries. Led by Mercat de les Flors
in Barcelona it lasted from June 2010 to December
2014. Its main goal was to support development,
mobility and exchange for dance artists.
As an artistic model, the project produced a map
that reflects artistic excellence and aesthetic
diversity in Europe thanks to the selection of
artists and the participants on the carte blanche
programme.
Modul-dance became a best practice model for arts
management in Europe. The modular system is a
structured framework aimed at meeting artists’
needs during their creative processes and offering
them the opportunity to work around Europe.
The project took advantage of its partners’
particularities and the variety of management
models to maintain a permanent and sustainable
network of cooperation that crossed borders
and demonstrated a European vocation. This
cooperation model followed the principles of
the European Dancehouse Network (EDN), the
umbrella organization for most of the modul-dance
project partners.
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Modul-dance was funded by the European
Commission’s Culture Programme, being one of the
most important sponsored EU cultural projects.

Introduction

Introduction

Without even realising it projects become reality. You now have a book in your hands where
many different voices tell us about their participation in a European project. A project which
in our hearts is more than just a name, a series of experiences and the people we met during
its development, because it made a special, different impact on each participant; there were
many routes, many personal journeys.

Modul-dance
or things that we cannot do alone
By Francesc Casadesús
modul-dance project leader

Now we can say that we have learned that leadership is like navigating between ideas and
expectations to achieve results that are always more than what was expected, and this
is only possible with the right team and knowing how to build up relations of trust and
confidence with people. I think what all of us who participated in modul-dance have tried
to do is make it into a meeting place. Now we have gained in experience and quality, with
trained staff and a European awareness that make it possible to plan new network projects
for the future. And speaking of realities, one of the things we have been most concerned
about is the legacy left by our work at the end of these nearly five years, whether the results
would have a sustainable impact, and I think we can feel pleased enough.
In 2010, when the creation of a joint project was being discussed, we were probably thinking
more about how to share expenses, with the idea that working with other partners would
generate funding for our projects. Now, no doubt thanks to what we have learnt, and also
in view of the recent blows to culture in Europe, we are becoming aware of another kind of
sustainability that goes beyond shared resources, a kind of sustainability that implies an
awareness of the impact of art on society and the environment. Now, when we say we want
our projects to be sustainable we mean that we want them to have the maximum possible
impact on the community while having a minimum impact on the environment. Moduldance entailed the joint development of a new way of producing shows: delocalized, dividing
the process of creation into four stages or modules that took place at different venues
around Europe. And this has led to new opportunities for our artists in the European market,
beyond the local scenes.
Another point is that in the beginnings of modul-dance, when we talked about movement
or mobility of artists we were thinking of finished shows, tours, circulation. Now it is
not enough that an artist travels from city to city just presenting a show. It is a question
of building up relations with the venue: carrying out activities such as workshops, open
rehearsals, connecting with the city being visited and its citizens, establishing a more stable
relationship with the local creative network, with the public, with education.
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Mercat de les Flors accepted the leadership of modul-dance as a challenge; it was an
idea that had gradually matured, slowly and carefully, during several meetings with other
European partners. Nevertheless, in reality none of us in Barcelona had any experience of
such a large and a priori complex project. What we were aware of was that each of the
partners operated in different circumstances and that we would only succeed if we based our
work on those differences in order to do those things we could not do alone.
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What is for sure today is that the modul-dance partners, the dancehouses of Europe,
have formally incorporated this work method – using a modular structure – into their
management systems, and it has also been adopted by other organisations. We think then
that this new way of working has become in itself a best practice model that can also be
applied in other cultural sectors.
Another line of work developed during the project, and one of the most successful, was the
so-called “dramaturgic advice” resource. It became necessary straight away to introduce the
figure of the mediator to help young artists organise their ideas and make them accessible to
the public all over Europe. And we should add that another important lesson we have learnt
concerns the organisation of the various dance festivals, a new format that we invented
to present young artists to local audiences. We would probably not have set up a festival
like Sâlmon< at Mercat de les Flors without this project. Ultimately though, in view of the
difficulty of presenting young European artists and the need to present other artists working
locally, this festival format, as is explained in this book, was adapted to the circumstances
and needs of each partner.
We have worked to get our publics interested in new European talent, even attempting
to familiarise them with the artists’ creative processes and attend rehearsals, to better
understand the wide range of viewpoints in the world. They have certainly become more
receptive to aesthetic diversity and a more plural Europe. There is no doubt that we will
continue to invite young artists now that modul-dance has finished, and also all those
who have flourished thanks to the project and become well-known figures who fill the
auditoriums.
In these texts you will find many layers of information, dealing with the selection processes,
conferences, think tanks, film screenings, offering facts and figures, and addressing many
of the key issues that were part and parcel of the project: mobility, community, cooperation,
sharing, sustainability. We know that the project had its strengths and weaknesses, that
there have been varying degrees of success, artists for whom it went very well and others

who did not reap so much benefit. You will read about all this in the testimonials collected
together on the following pages. All these voices (and others too) were important for the
organisation of the modul-dance project.
On taking stock of the project and making an honest assessment, it is clear that new needs
have now emerged that probably entail giving more on-going support to fewer artists.
Therefore, we plan to focus on the co-production of projects that support fewer artists but for
longer periods of time. And among the modul-dance partners new ideas are already emerging
for future projects that point in this direction.
On the other hand, one of the most successful aspects of modul-dance, which deserves to be
highlighted, has been the creation of relations of trust between dancehouses. This has made
the new EDN (European Dancehouse Network) stronger and better prepared to take over
from this European cooperation project. Right now, the EDN, which counts on the support
of Creative Europe, can envisage a possible future. And the challenge for us is to continue
working to make dance more relevant for the citizens of Europe.
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This project has also generated new forms of mobility, with artists being offered, for example,
residencies, cartes blanches and other types of exchange at different dance venues around
Europe. And many of the artists have returned to these venues. Although the project has
finished there are artists who maintain ties with the host dancehouses, where artists met
other artists during their visits and the desire grew to work together, to discover cities,
points of view and common concerns. A new type of mobility has also emerged, which
we did not anticipate at the start and gives us ideas for future projects. This is related to
exchanges between managers and staff working in some of the departments of the European
dancehouses (in communication, production, programming and so on) and who thanks
to the project discovered other ways of doing things, a phenomenon rather tied in with
management training and providing staff with a European perspective.

Agata Maszkiewicz
Duel
© Jakub Wittchen for Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk
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Alessandro Sciarroni
UNTITLED_I will be there when you die
© Alfredo Anceschi

The project

The project

Modul-dance thrives on the many different formats and offers it makes available to the
selected artists, and on the diversity of participating dancehouse partners.
A European project of these dimensions – twenty participating dancehouses, sixteen
countries – has the great advantage of cultural and structural diversity and brings with it a
wonderfully European dimension. For the first time, large and small, new and established
institutions will be cooperating together, sharing experiences, investing jointly in artistic
processes and works.
Together, the very distinctive working dancehouses have developed a system by which they
are able to promote and cooperate with artists from many different (dance)houses and
countries. We have called this “the modular system”.
The modules reflect the development process of stage work and define the individual steps
in this artistic process.

The modular system
By Ulrike Kuner

modul-dance project advisor

Research:
1-2 week study visit to a dancehouse/a specific city, in order to work on a specific theme or
content and thereby lay the foundations for its further elaboration as a stage performance.
Example: An artist is interested in the particular expertise of a dancehouse or an institution
in the city where the dance house is located.

Production:
The choreographer works for 2-4 weeks with his full artistic team (dancers/performers,
stage design, lighting, music, dramaturgy, etc) on the specific composition of the piece up
to maturity.
Presentation:
Premiere and performances of the piece at the various partner dancehouses and other
studios/festivals. Tour.
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Residency:
The choreographer works for 1-3 weeks on the elaboration of a stage performance with
his/her closest artistic team (choreographer, possibly a dramaturge, possibly performers)
in a studio.

All in all: one big jigsaw. But one that has worked in this form and with this coverage for the
first time in Europe – and one that will continue to exist. The effects of synergy are evident:
each dancehouse offers what it does best and comes to an agreement with the artists and
other partner dancehouses it selects.
It is also clear that this commitment could not be boundless but had to remain within a
well-defined and financially realistic framework. And that is why the partner dancehouses
previously defined, while working on the offer on a fundamental level, which modules they
could bring in (and finance), and how often, during the entire duration of the project. It was
essentially established which infrastructures and (financial) resources each partner could
contribute. As the entire project had a budget set by the EU, partners’ contributions had to
complement one another and be oriented towards a maximum amount they could meet as
one. What was very interesting was to see that, despite the pan-European crises from 20082009 onwards, most partners stood by their original commitment and often even expanded
it to absorb the lower capacities of other dancehouses, thus actually investing more in the
artists and the project than they had planned to do at the beginning.
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Within a predefined annual planning process, the artists and representatives of partner
dancehouses met in person to jointly clarify the respective opportunities and collaborations,
that is, which artist needed which kind of modules (and under what specific conditions);
which dancehouse was specifically interested in the artistic work of a choreographer, which
dancehouse could offer which modules and which infrastructure in which period, etc.
The nominated artists had the most diverse of backgrounds and work interests, but they also
had one thing in common: they had all already done work experience and stage performances
in their home countries, gaining artistic attention. They were all on the move across borders.
The decisive criterion for selection was for at least three partners to invest in an artist and
offer him/her various modules in collaboration with one another. The order and the periods
of these modules were left to the artists and adapted and adjusted according to their
personal requirements and needs together with the relevant dancehouses.
As many of the artists’ wishes were taken into account as possible. One amazing experience
was that many partners were especially open about which artist they made the research and
residency modules available to.

In addition, the production and presentation modules were very knowingly used to select
and show new artists and pieces relevant to each dancehouse (and its artistic and aesthetic
orientation).
Many artists were actually able to cooperate with more than three dance studios, and the
vast majority of artists managed to find a suitable dancehouse partner and modules for
themselves.
Several partner dancehouses established module-dance festivals and thereby created a
framework that bestowed maximum attention on these modul-dance artists as “European
Young Talents”. And this format was also developed and evaluated in a mutual exchange
among partner dancehouses.
Summary:
The structuring of the production process into different modules was and is extremely helpful
and reflects the real working conditions on the independent dance circuit. It has helped all
artists to have experiences outside their own country and work in a variety of infrastructural
and country-specific contexts.
All fifty-two selected artists have in addition gained a decisive advantage from this project:
their names and artistic works and approaches were suddenly made known to a major
European dancehouse consortium. And all partners had to engage with each of the artists
involved – in the selection rounds, during the work in their dancehouses, in the partners’
internal working rounds, all artists were repeatedly mentioned and discussed, their artistic
paths followed and reported on. Suddenly: Europe.
And the modular system will live on. The dancehouses will continue to cooperate with
one another to promote the selected artists and enable them to prepare and present their
performances. And many of the artists sponsored through modul-dance have actually been
able to impress the studio dance partners and will continue pursuing their careers on a
European level.
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The individual partner dancehouses have a variety of structures. Some resemble more
centres for residencies, and therefore have adequate studio spaces and accommodation
possibilities, while others feature well-equipped stages and technical facilities; a few partners
were particularly interested in presenting the pieces and were therefore developing (special)
formats suitable to this end; some were able to offer more, some less, whereas some could
offer more intense and longer-term engagements.

Alexandra Waierstall
Mapping the Wind
© Alexandros Niagos
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An Kaler
On Orientations / Untimely Encounters
© Jakub Wittchen for Art Stations Foundation by Grażyna Kulczyk

Insights

Insights
During the Düsseldorf modul-dance conference in September 2013, a meeting on residencies took
place. There were perhaps thirty participants, who talked for one hour. Opinions were varied and
time was short; but there seemed to be general consent among us that a debate on the subject
was welcome and there was space for improvement.
I see a residency as a custom-made working tool, crafted by both the host and the participant.
Its purpose is to be useful in any stage of the process that leads to the creation of a work of art.
Often however, the usefulness of such a situation is taken for granted and not much attention is
given to the details that either make or break the tool itself. With improvement in mind, I’ll try to
name some of those details.

On residency-ing
By Jurij Konjar
selected artist in 2012

To first provide some context, my working situation is that of an independent artist, who
works without a producer, manager or administrator. My field of expertise is dance, particularly
movement, particularly improvisation; focusing on training, research, writing and performance.
Some years ago I was overwhelmed by the amount of office work required to fund, produce and
tour my work. Paying an administrator was not an option. Less is more, I thought; so in order
to minimalize the desk work while still being able to pursue my working interest, I’ve ended up
working exclusively on solos for the last seven years. Then, when I was asked to propose a project
for modul-dance, I chose to work on a series of short duets, building towards one meta-duet;
for the same considerations of practicality. This duet process took place in seven residencies, all
between ten days and two weeks long.
Then it’s clear, at least in my case, that practicalities and working conditions define the type,
format and also quality of the work, not to speak of the personal life of an artist. My situation
being a somewhat extreme version of the reality of many independent artists, who patch together
a working-and-living continuity between wish, possibility and crisis management.

A note by the author:
The following text has been in the making for about a year now. During this time, my drive to write it
passed from full engagement to indifference, and everything in-between; while wondering if anyone
else would share my point of view, since my work, needs and experience are just as particular as
anybody else’s.
Accepting the impossibility of exhausting the subject (while keeping the text under two pages long),
what is left is a conglomerate. It should be read in the context of a two-year outside-and-inside
experience of a four-year project that was modul-dance, while the rest of life and work didn’t really
stop either. If any part of what I’ve written will speak to any reader, and will stimulate discussion, then
the objective of this article has been met.

Preparing a ten-day working residency can take as long as six months of emailing, receiving
and sending documents, waiting for answers, negotiations and explanations. As in the EU
administration in Brussels, I find that more often than not there is much e-waste.
Smaller structures, run by a collective or sometimes run by one person, seem to be closer to
independent artists in their ways of fighting to survive. They’re often under-resourced and
sometimes run by artists juggling two jobs and perhaps a family. Working with them can be a
rollercoaster, but familiarly so. They might offer less, but are adaptable.
It’s when working with larger structures with their own administration – those that somehow set
the standard – that space for improvement can be found. While setting up a residency, I’m often
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I’d like to think that the original purpose of an artistic residency is to serve the artist. The
residency is mutually successful if the conditions are engineered to enable the work to happen.
Following that line of thought, whatever takes away from the work takes away from the purpose
of the residency.

For example: what if, when dealing with an organization, an independent artist had only one
contact person there, who would function as their temporary producer, for that residency
only? Exceptions apart, one weekly email would be sent to the artist, and returned. All
communication with other parts of the house: the technique, PR, contracts, transport,
housing... would happen within the organization.
While I’m told this is impossible (Is it?!), what happens if we think along these lines? And
invent new ones? In residency-ing we usually accept complexity as the only reality; something
which seems to escalate from a simple agreement towards chaos, before it hopefully resolves
in a successful residency. There is no reason, however, why an orderly administrative situation
could not better feed the thunderstorm of inspiration inside the body, mind and studio of the
artist. Perhaps the possibilities of a successful residency would improve. Maybe, in time, the
number of lap-top dancers would diminish.
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When the quality of process is favoured over the end product, long residencies are a
cherished friend. I’ve had experiences of near utopian residencies, where on arrival one’s
own rhythm is encouraged to unravel. The working space is constantly available, yet as the
studio doors never need to be opened, neither do they close. The work of attention spills over
from indoors to outdoors freely. In the absence of the need to plan ahead, all of life slows
down to a pace of observation/creation. Plans are made, then unmade for the benefit of
living the moment – a process, which is expected and encouraged. What WILL BE becomes
less interesting than what IS taking place. Interaction with the local community needn’t
be engineered, since the “local” is not constructed daily, but continued. It’s what you are
immersed in. There is in-house work to be done, conversations to be had... the communal
work is there, to be attempted at will. The place moves at a pace of its own and you slowly
come into sync. The movements are slow, tectonic.
For most of us, residencies are synonymous with travel. One gets away from home
supposedly in order to get away from external interruptions. To allow for perspective and
make space for transformation. If within a time of ten days to two weeks one is expected to
build another schedule and stick to it, that primary purpose is only replaced by stress. All of
the residency then takes place in a state of arrival, sometimes worsened by the pressure of
achieving goals set in advance.

The reason this goes by largely unnoticed, or is at least accepted, is only because it’s so similar
to our everyday lives. Running along behind is the way we tend to administer our time. Short
residencies finish with some result, and usually with a quiet wish of “now would be a good
moment to begin…”. It makes one wonder if the few moments of true arrival at the process
are worth the “cold turkey” of preparation that precedes them, and the exhaustion plus the
financial black hole that remains after. It’s only natural, then, that a creation, done in a series
of short residencies, is like going on a road trip while having to jump-start the car on every
corner. Which can be fun; but the trip becomes about jump-starting...
Ten or more years ago residencies abroad were a sign of quality if not prestige. But with the
open EU labour market, budget airlines, national culture-budget cuts, EU cultural funds, the
spreading of networks, internet, laptops and mobile phones... the way we live and work has
changed. To be away, one needs only to switch off one’s mobile phone and internet, and one
will be isolated, and be able to work. Likewise, if one remains plugged-in, then in most cases
one is always home-and-available, no matter what the distance. Then why leave home?
These days, many of us travel far too much; and are looking for a way to work more locally.
It’s is one way the residencies could evolve; by offering good working conditions locally,
continuously, building a relationship with a community by returning to the same places.
As opposed to offering places to foreign artists in search of the “new”, what is already there
would be nourished and supported. Less time wasted on less organization would leave more
time for the work itself. Less travelling would mean less pollution; and less cost for whoever is
paying for the travel.
Travelling far for residencies starts making more sense when it benefits the place one is
travelling to, and especially the people there. If one raises one’s gaze to look outside the
performing arts’ inner circle, there are many places that would benefit from such an exchange.
In less supported, financially poorer environments, residencies can be a way of getting
information in. Groups, collectives or small communities are often happy to offer the basics in
exchange for coming in touch with a world outside their own. As a result, both sides are left
richer. This model satisfies those that travel to residencies for input and new ideas, as opposed
to those that would like, for at least a short period, to work in conditions that a funded
company would spend years designing for themselves.
One step further could be an equally rewarding experience; that is, going and practicing
one’s art in troubled areas; abandoning the view of being the Sun in the centre orbited by the
planets, and instead putting oneself at the service of whatever one finds there. And THEN
doing one’s work, in whatever conditions the people there are working in. It’s a humbling
experience that can be transformative, giving some meaning to what we do, in a largely
nihilist and self-congratulatory society. I’d go as far as to say that everybody should do this
sometimes, if not for other people, then for oneself.
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in contact with four different people, keeping up this months-long sporadic correspondence
with each, in the end amounting to what could be a twenty-minute phone conversation. To
draw a parallel, when developing computer operating systems, progress means not only more
efficiency, but also easier use. In a similar way, couldn’t those organizations, that have the
means, recognize the strain on the artist? Couldn’t they simplify, personalize that process
taking place BEFORE the actual residency begins?

Angie Hiesl & Roland Kaiser
ID-clash
Cologne 2013 © Roland Kaiser. Performer: G. P.
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Anita Wach
Oops
© Marcandrea
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Daniel Abreu
selected artist in 2010

For me, modul-dance was a fantastic
project. It took some time to fully
understand how to work with the partners,
the branding, the artists, but I think that is
normal when starting a new project. One
always needs a first year to try things out
and establish the right communication.

The network has brought together very
different visions of my work, and meeting
the people in the modul-dance network
gave me quite a few new insights into my
work and especially the processes or the
context in which it could be perceived.
While participating in the dynamics of
the modul-dance programme I spent little
time evaluating my general development.
The programme provided a lot of space for
the development of my specific interest.
While focusing on this, I could not foresee
the many events and possibilities that
would foster my further development as a
choreographer. Looking back and looking
forward, modul-dance has been a stepping
stone for me.
Itamar Serussi
selected artist in 2011

I think most of modul-dance artists
have a high standard in terms of artistic
quality. They are very serious about their
work, even if in a playful way. The artists
with whom we worked were very open to
feedback, always trying to improve their
work. The tool that modul-dance provided
to offer dramaturgical advice came a bit
too late in the project, but it was a very
important tool for all the artists I met
in Hellerau. I tried to be at rehearsals as
much as possible, but of course my time is
also limited as I have many other things to
do. But I could tell that being at rehearsals
and giving feedback was highly appreciated
by the artists and led to very nice, personal
communication between us.
I liked the way the partners considered
themselves on the same level, nobody was
really fighting in this project for a certain
premiere or exclusivity etc. You have to
keep your ego in check when you are
involved in such a project, where the main
focus lies on the artists.
Carmen Mehnert
program director performing arts at
HELLERAU-Europäisches Zentrum der
Künste Dresden

From my point of view the project was
not totally successful as regards building
a real network allowing artists to be in
contact with the several dancehouses.
The contact you get remains in the
surface. Maybe it would have been
more suitable and more interesting to
have one or two dancehouses following
and contributing to the process of the
work from the beginning till the end...
A collaboration where the dancehouses
track the work and get involved in it.
I had a little bit the feeling that the
dancehouses were choosing the artists
they wanted more for political and
economic reasons than because of an
artistic connection. A positive point was
that the residencies went very well,
I got to meet a new theatre director, with
whom I had a good dialogue and gave me
a good space to create Froufrou, but
I regret that it didn’t go any further. I got
the strongest relationship with a theatre
that was not one of my partners at the
beginning: CND in Paris. And this is really
good and maybe more relationships could
somehow build up like this, with time.
Marie-Caroline Hominal
selected artist in 2012
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For me modul-dance meant becoming
part of a major European project, with
what this entailed both as regards what
was done and possible future relations.
Modul-dance is a network linking up
dancehouses and artists, where each
participant presents a personal approach
to the management of ideas about art,
sustainability and development. The
project aims at new forms and connects
with certain ideas that form part of the
new networking concepts. Modul-dance
shows a commitment, takes risks with
new forms of relationship, and fosters the
advancement of dance in a wider field
of action. It enabled me to create one of
my most important works, premiered in
Tilburg, and share and exchange views
with dramaturge Guy Cools, establish a
bond with Slovenia and develop a research
project during a residency at Maison de la
Danse in Lyon. In the coming weeks
I will have the opportunity to share ideas
about the body and its movement with
other artists. It is a project that by its
very nature explores new forms and offers
possibilities of advancement. In a way
it shows that sustainability is based on
relationships.

What I most like about modul-dance is
everybody’s wish to make the relations
between artists and programmers easier.
I’m not sure if it did, I hope so. But if the
wish is there that is already a very good
thing. Modul-dance supported my piece
Icosahedron, a show with twenty dancers.
With the help of modul-dance it was
easier to produce this piece and also to
tour it. Thanks to the project meetings
I was able to meet up with other artists
and programmers in more face-to-face
encounters.

Through modul-dance I gained a certain
insight into the organisations and systems
that presenters are working within, and
ultimately how those systems can affect
how my work develops. I availed of the
residency and dramaturgy programmes.
The residency was during the making
of my modul-dance piece and the
dramaturgical support was during the
piece I made the year after. I found the
dramaturgical advice particularly useful as
I wanted to try and work in a different way
and needed support to do that. There was
an immediate impact on the work I made
at that time through that support which
I am still considering today.

Tânia Carvalho
selected artist in 2010

Liz Roche
selected artist in 2011
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Goran Bogdanovski
artistic advisor for modul-dance
at Kino Šiška Ljubljana

Over the past few years, we have had
some wonderful opportunities to present
ourselves and our work abroad, thanks
to the artistic interest and trust of some
local partners in, amongst other places,
France, Africa and other Mediterranean
countries. The truth is that modul-dance
has given us the chance to show our
work to other European partners and
that’s something very valuable. Our piece
Kharbga can be considered the starting
point of our career evolution.
The perspective, the feed-back, the advice
and, of course, the support offered by the
European modul-dance partners has been
both encouraging and inspiring.
Hafiz Dhaou & Aïcha M’Barek/Cie. Chatha
selected artists in 2010
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I had a chance to meet and work with
twenty-four modul-dance artists; with
some I reached a deeper understanding
of their work and made friends. In the
long term it’s more enriching to work in
this way than just presenting the artists
and their work to local audiences in a
here today, gone tomorrow way. And also
I’ve learned a lot from other directors in
the project. In the modul-dance project
both sides have developed – artists and
directors.

Being part of the modul-dance project
has given me the opportunity to have
time to develop my work in a context
of uninterrupted contact with other
artists, realities and approaches to
creation, which inevitably affect one’s
own creativity and way of interpreting the
world.

My participation was a bit unlucky. I was
selected at the very beginning with a
project that was already planned and that
was half way through. Nothing changed
for me. Before I was selected, I was
already talking about it with the partners
I was assigned, except in the case of
Poznań. Joanna had wanted to invite me
for five years and thanks to the project
she had the chance to finance it. Danshuis
Station Zuid Tilburg, which presented
me, collapsed in the meantime and no
other partner was able to take care of my
participation in the project, so I was out of
the whole thing and not connected at all.
I had hoped to have a real chance to
meet new institutions. I would have been
interested in connecting with the CND in
Paris and Mercat de les Flors, for example.
There are some very interesting partners
with whom it would have been nice to get
in touch with, for residencies, to present
my work...

The programme has given us the
opportunity to develop a project from its
very beginnings up till the moment of
sharing with the public here and abroad,
having resources and learning to manage
them through trial and error, having the
time to doubt and rectify.
Artists never work under ideal conditions
as these in themselves have an antagonistic effect on the act of artistic
creation. We are always under pressure,
which reflects the imperfection of the
world and gives meaning and a basis to
artistic creation. Nonetheless, moduldance has provided an ideal framework to
facilitate the creation and development of
each of our artistic projects.
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Marcos Morau/La Veronal
selected artist in 2011

Ben J. Riepe
selected artist in 2010

Modul-dance has created this possibility
for many artists, it has been of great value
to them as well to the guest dancehouses.
The first choreographer Danshuis Station
presented was Itamar Serussi. Moduldance helped him develop his identity as
an artist to such a high level that he has
recently become in-house choreographer
for Scapino Ballet Rotterdam.
Marc Vlemmix
artistic director at Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg

What has affected my work more than
anything in modul-dance could be
summed up by the word “tailoring”. As
I joined modul-dance a little less than
two years ago my main interest (apart
from my project proposal) was how to
tailor this opportunity to my real needs.
I suspect modul-dance as a supporting
network comes across differently to
different artists depending on their
own home venue, from where they
were proposed, and their role and the
production conditions at that venue.
Lili M
selected artist in 2012
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Meeting artists from elsewhere, sharing
experiences and difficulties with them,
helps to shape our understanding of the
times we live in.

Antje Pfundtner
Nimmer
© Anja Beutler
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Anne Juren
Tableaux Vivants
© Angela Bedekovic

Gunilla Heilborn
selected artist in 2010

Modul-dance has been a wonderful
catalyst of meetings both with other
modul-dance artists and with the member
sites of the network. Considering the
calendar of creation of DEMOCRACY, we
had but little chance to experience the
research modules and we benefited
above all from the modules addressed
to production and dissemination. These
offered us a great visibility in Europe,
the dates in Hellerau and Tanzquartier
having been the company’s very first
dissemination dates in Germany and
Austria. Thanks to the care with which
these houses prepared our welcome,
these performance dates were authentic
visibility accelerators since an important
tour of DEMOCRACY is planned for Europe
next year, particularly in the Germanspeaking countries. This has also allowed
us to strengthen our ties with our initial
partner – Maison de la Danse Lyon – and
to work in a strong joint partnership
within the framework of modul-dance to
set up our production
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Maud Le Pladec
selected artist in 2012

The success of the modul-dance artists
depends in part on their circumstances
at the time and their own expectations.
There are artists who were in just the
right situation to begin making a name
for themselves internationally, and what
the project has done is to speed up
this process. It has given them greater
visibility so that, for example, what would
have normally happened in four years
happened in two. If the artists thought
that thanks to modul-dance they would be
offered residencies and performances in
twenty European dancehouses, I imagine
this may have generated some frustration.
Modul-dance is a macro project with
very diverse partners, ranging from large
institutions to small organizations, all
with very different artistic approaches.
Becoming part of the project guarantees
the artist the support of at least three
dancehouses, but from there on a
proactive attitude on the part of the artist
is necessary, with responsibility for the
flow of communication shared by the
institution and the artist.
Elena Carmona
project coordinator at Graner,
Fàbrica de Creació Barcelona

I had a good experience with the partners
I cooperated with, who were very
ambitious to provide the production with
the necessary resources, i.e. regarding
setting up contacts with specific venues
for the site-specific production: in Vienna,
where Sandra Noeth, Walter Heun and
Ulrike Kuner from Tanzquartier made a
collaboration possible by connecting me
to Daniela Zyman at TBA-21 in Augarten
and providing the needed technical
outsourcing; in Stockholm, where Eva
Broberg made it possible to work in
Bonniers Konsthall and connected me to
Camilla Larsson; and in Poznań, where
Joanna Leśnierowska gave us all the
time we needed to create a site-specific
set-up and rehearse on a floor of the
brewery underneath the theatre where we
presented the piece in Poznań.
An Kaler
selected artist in 2012
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In some ways I ended up a bit outside the
whole modul-dance project. I guess it is
partly because of me, partly because I had
to postpone my project and in some ways
ended up caught in between the selected
groups.

Tina Valentan
selected artist in 2012

Through modul-dance I developed my
project I is an Other. The residencies
provided, each with their own perspective
and input, the opportunity to research
my sources of inspiration, to focus on
and discuss certain questions with a
dramaturge, to find appropriate and
attractive translations, and to generate
a rich amount of movement material
that fed the process of creation of the
performance.
Arno Schuitemaker
selected artist in 2012

Personally, the selection meetings have
had a great impact on my recent work.
To be able to be with everyone and
be close and talk about my projects
helped me in two ways. First, to clarify
my proposal in a new way. And second,
to be able to speak about it and even
find partners (dancehouses) without
having to present a finished project.
Day by day, with every discussion, the
project gradually took on a format
that corresponded to my wishes and
also incorporated the work done by
professionals in the field. I found this
very rewarding and exciting.
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Ioannis Mandafounis
selected artist in 2011

The selection meeting in Barcelona was
quite a strange experience, as most of
the artists were not quite sure what
was going to happen and what it was
all about. Indeed hopes were high, and
expectations were beyond normal; I guess
that was due to the way the project had
been communicated by our partnering
dancehouses, and also due to the fact that
one couldn’t properly decipher what the
best format for presenting our work would
be. I had just finished the creation of
STILL/life at that time. If I had been clearer
about the project, I surely would have
presented Qaddish, which was the project
that followed STILL/life.
Qudus Onikeku
selected artist in 2011
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I was recommended by Plesna Izba
Maribor to be one of the modul-dance
artists in 2012. They also promised to be
the main producers of the performance
and cover the premiere, so all I needed
to bring on board were at least three
partners. I had to convince them in
Barcelona and I gave my all to attract
their attention, which was not easy. It
felt like I was a product on sale and they
were buying. There was no great interest
but in the end I got what I wanted;
three research spaces/residencies, one
in Portugal, one in Denmark and one
in Slovenia. They offered work space,
accommodation, travel costs and per
diems, so all the basic needs were
covered and I could focus on work, free
of the trivial obligations in my home
town. Therefore, going abroad seemed
very beneficial for developing my work
and growing as an artist and as a human
being.
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What was especially beneficial in modul-dance
however, is that the programme allowed me to
continue this community-building as we toured
the work. Alongside our performance of Tabernacle
at Mercat, we were also able to spend a week in
residency at Graner, introducing local dancers to
our process and learning from them how the work
could make sense in Barcelona. Likewise for our
performance at Kino Šiška in Ljubljana, we were
able to workshop with the huge group of dance
enthusiasts of Fičo Balet and gain insights into
the culture that would receive our work. This was
about exchange: for us to learn, as well as for us
to share the skills and insights of the very special
performers I am grateful to have worked with.
This is not an efficient or economic touring model,
but it’s the model that makes more sense to me
than the conventional “one-night-stand”. It’s a
model that builds networks and connections that
are precious and I am grateful that modul-dance
and the partners involved trusted that it was worth
the effort.
Fearghus Ó Conchúir
selected artist in 2010

We have experimented with ways of
selecting artists and, over time, we have
made the process clearer and had new
outcomes and more artistic depth. We are
truly getting in touch. Artists circulated
beyond their project and the selected
work.
Anne Davier
artistic contributor and editor-in-chief of
Journal de l’ADC at ADC Genève

In 2011 I developed my dance piece Skin
as part of the modul-dance programme.
Starting with ten days’ research together
with my dancers at Tanzhaus NRW in
Düsseldorf, followed up by a two-week
residency at The Place in London and a
final rehearsal period at Danshuis Station
Zuid in The Netherlands. Working in
this international context had a great
influence on the process and the actual
content of the piece. Far away from home
and daily life, the focus of the group
on the piece was greatly reinforced. My
dancers didn’t know each other when we
started working; team bonding happened
by itself on staying together in a new
environment.
Both guest cities, London and Düsseldorf,
have left their mark on the piece itself.
The busyness of London, its energy and
fast pace had direct repercussions on the
dance material. In Düsseldorf the strange
emptiness of the period right after New
Year’s Eve, the greyness of the weather
and a feeling of alienation found a place
in various scenes. As Skin was about life in
big cities, where people live close together
and yet are able to immerse themselves in
anonymity, our two guest cities were ideal
sources of inspiration. Also the contact
with the two different dancehouses and
their organizations was inspiring and
enriching. At both houses we were invited
to see several performances. In London
we were able to take part in open classes
and had a fruitful showing with invited
guests. In 2012 we were invited back to
The Place to present the full piece, a great
opportunity to get feedback from various
people who had seen the show before, to
meet a new audience and to enlarge our
international network.
Pia Meuthen
selected artist in 2010
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In hindsight, Tabernacle, the work I developed
through modul-dance, is a piece that tries to build
new communities around itself, communities
where knowledge, support and encouragement
are exchanged. Tabernacle is made from the
community of performers and collaborators that
helped me create the work. It is made with the
wide range of people who came to our always
open studio in DanceHouse, Dublin to watch,
feedback and contribute to our creation process.
It is informed by the research time in Arts Station,
Poznań, where David Zambrano was rehearsing
with crowds of dancers upstairs while I danced
alone in a studio below. It draws energy from our
residency at The Place, the building where I trained
as a dancer and where my first dance community
is rooted.

Arno Schuitemaker
I is an Other
© Jochem Jurgens
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Ben Duke / Lost Dog
It Needs Horses / Home for Broken Turns
Comissioned for The Place Prize for Dance
Sponsored by Boomberg
© Benedict Johnson

Every step of development of my project
Encore was important and necessary.
From the very first research at Tanzhaus
Zürich in March 2011 to the premiere at
Gessnerallee Zürich in February 2013.
From the first modul-dance meeting in
September 2011 in Barcelona to the shows
at Tanzquartier Wien in March 2014. From
the meeting with local artist Tanya Beyeler
as part of my research at Graner Barcelona
in May 2012 to the shows at Mercat de les
Flors in November 2013.
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loscorderos
selected artist in 2012

Joining modul-dance forced me to adopt
a new type of organisation of my work.
Both in the terms of what I am interested
in as well as how it has to be presented
to other people, and also as regards
how I create and what kind of creative
process I’m interested in. It’s a rare and
wonderful situation to be offered so
many opportunities, and I feel that the
experience of going on residencies has
forced me to think about what really
works for me and how I can create the
most fruitful working situation to do the
work I want to do.
Emma-Cecilia Ajanki (The Mob)
selected artist in 2012

My project developed within the pattern
of modul-dance, and every module helped
me to learn more about the project I was
doing. Throughout the development of
the project over a three-year period, I was
able to understand what I was achieving
with Encore and why I was creating that
piece. I am especially happy that the work
I did made sense to very different kinds
of audiences and made an impact at
various European venues. My language was
somehow understood, although I didn’t
know myself what language I was speaking
onstage.
Eugénie Rebetez
selected artist in 2011

Being very specific, I must say that
I got the opportunity from this network
to perform at Mercat de les Flors in
Barcelona and it was directly thanks to
modul-dance. I had met the director
before, as two years ago I had won the
Masdanza competition in Spain. Being in
the project allowed me to reconnect again
and come back to Spain.
Perrine Valli
selected artist in 2010
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A very well thought-out system that
covers all the needs of an arts project, a
real achievement for any artist obtaining
support from the various partners and
enjoying the four modules. Modul-dance
cannot guarantee that the partners
fully comply with modular system; this
of course depends on the partners and
whether the different artistic proposals
seduce them or not. Attracting the
partners’ interest is a really complicated
task. There are no supporting channels
apart from the presentation meeting.
For many of the artists the one organized
in 2012 in Barcelona was not an ideal
framework. Following the meeting, the
only options open were the conventional
channels of mail and telephone. This
doesn’t work, no replies are obtained.

Alexandra Waierstall
selected artist in 2010

For the piece lil’dragon, with its elderly
female Khmer dance star, we recruited
a group of twenty kids for every
performance, from seven to fourteen
years old, and not especially dancers.
We performed at the CDC in Toulouse,
in Ljubljana, and at the Tanzquartier
in Vienna, and from what I saw, every
country, every city has its own young
culture of the body that finds a meet
point with the mythological dance of
the old woman.
The kids in Ljubljana were very relaxed,
in Toulouse very forceful, while the
dancing with mixed-race kids from the
suburbs of Paris was more urban. And
sometimes, something miraculous
happens.
The modul-dance project allowed me
to be in a great network of artists and
programmers. During some gatherings,
like the one in 2013 in Düsseldorf, we
had the opportunity to share different
concerns with each other in the field of
dance.
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Thanks to this project, I was able to create
a piece called SACRE. I had the opportunity
of a residency as well as the chance to
present this piece at some of the partner
venues. I was really happy to collaborate
with institutions such as CND in Paris,
ADC in Geneva, Art Stations Foundation in
Poznań, Dansens Hus in Stockholm and
Tanzquartier in Vienna.
It was also a real pleasure to meet other
artists from my generation, to figure
out and to discuss the similarities and
differences in a creation process and the
organization of time and space.
David Wampach
selected artist in 2010

How could we create a choreography with
blind people, who had never seen a show,
a dance or even an image?
So, by means of an exercise in “visualization” using poetry, we were able to
influence strongly the cells and the body
and get these blind people to dance:
“Imagine that a very precise point inside
your body becomes hot and terrible fusion
transforms your bones, organs and blood
into the magma of a lava flow, and so on.”
In this way, we discovered a powerful
presence, the aura of the blind.
Eric Minh Cuong Castaing/Cie. Shonen
selected artist in 2012

In Vienna, there were two kids from
Cambodia who had been adopted by an
Austrian family, and they participated in
the performance.
During the piece, these two children came
onstage first to dance with the elderly
khmer dance star: it was like a loop or
journey linking the past and present…
Mutual understanding: Alessandro
Scarrioni invited me to work on his next
piece Aurora with blind people. Using
my practice of working with butoh with
amateur dancers, Alessandro planned to
reveal the interior landscape of the blind
performers to the audience.
What a wonderful idea!
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Being selected to create and develop a
work within the modul-dance programme
has been a remarkable experience.
Within modul-dance I developed the
choreography Mapping The Wind. A
piece grounded in the constitution,
representation and perception of
borders. With the visual artist Marianna
Christofides and the performers we had
the opportunity during the research,
the residency and production period to
investigate the embodiment of wind maps
depicting air masses and their movement
across borders, in many ways breaking
down static notions of boundaries. As
part of the modul-dance programme
we got to perform the piece at different
festivals and theatres, having our work
exposed to a wider audience. The moduldance programme brought artists,
curators/programmers and organizational
structures together, opening up new
channels of communication, revealing
diverse modes of expression from all over
Europe.

Cláudia Dias
Vontade de Ter Vontade
© Margarida Ribeiro
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Ben J. Riepe
Hundstage
© Ursula Kaufmann

The project

The project

What seems like an age ago I sat with a group of colleagues around a table in Faro and we
came up with the notion of trying to create one big European dancehouse. We imagined that
by embracing our different contexts and accepting the varying shapes of our local resources
we could reinvent the idea of co-producing contemporary dance works. We could work
together to make the lives of artists so much less complicated and compromised – if you
need a residency then we’ll invite you to where there is good accommodation and a dedicated
studio; if you need a production week then go where there is a theatre space and an expert
technical team; if you need a tour then come where there’s an audience for your work. This all
seemed so logical it was hard to believe we hadn’t worked this co-operatively before.
The Place has had an international performance programme for thirty years. But modul-dance
offered us a new opportunity – a chance to explore something beyond the fly-in, perform
and taxi-back-to-the-airport model. This seemed like a way that both local and visiting artists
could develop something a little less fleeting and a little more nurturing. We have good
facilities and this was about using them differently.

By Eddie Nixon
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director of theatre and artist development
at The Place London

Offering a studio, a theatre or money for a residency is good. Creative solitude away from
home might be extremely productive. But when that residency is hosted in a city with a
community of artists, audiences and arts organisations then isolation might also be a missed
opportunity. This dialogue is where the transformation lies. Real international mobility is
about building a web of professional and personal friendships rather than a pile of boarding
cards. Big organisations might not be naturally good at this and we have certainly had to
get better. If someone is coming to stay in our house then we all should expect a mutual
commitment of careful attention and time spent together. This isn’t just Airbnb.
In this sense the carte blanche exchanges in modul-dance have been of surprising value.
Freed from any proscriptive frame or outcome everyone can navigate their own way through
a visit to a partnering dancehouse. For the artists that The Place has supported to travel this
has led to new partnerships and seeded new creations. For those who have come to stay with
us we have tried to locate them in a local community of choreographers rather than on a solo
exploration of London. It’s the way we work across many of our research and development
projects – trying to encourage creative communities of artists. Carte blanche has been a
small but especially effective part of the model.
Europe is not the same as it was that summer of 2007 when we started out on this project.
Economic optimism has had to be replaced by ambitious pragmatism. Sometimes the
contemporary seems to be at war with conservatism. But art doesn’t stop wanting and
needing to be made. We just need keep inventing and being genuinely mobile. Togetherness
can be creative. Simplicity can be beautiful.
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Carte blanche

So three productions, eight residencies, eleven artists, twenty carte blanche visits and
twenty-nine performances later we’ve been able to learn things about how we work.

Coraline Lamaison
Narcisses 2.0
© Gilles Vidal
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Daniel Abreu
Animal
© Yassiek

Insights
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One of the things that was quite significant for me in the context of modul-dance was
understanding the system in which my colleagues and myself work. The constellation of
modul-dance, which is divided into dancehouses on the one hand, and artists on the other
hand, the modular system of research, presentation and coproduction as well as the organized
meetings and selection process, were a transparent reflection of the way things function in the
contemporary dance field in Europe nowadays. Experiencing that (rather than simply knowing
theoretically that this is how “it works”) allows a certain awareness which is essential for
developing work within this context.
What I find interesting in the set-up of modul-dance is the fact that the different institutions as
well as the different artists do not necessarily share artistic values, styles or aesthetics. The entity
of modul-dance then reveals itself not as a homogenous entity, but rather as a diverse plurality,
stating that the European dance field is an eclectic, contradicting collection of tastes, forms,
thought processes and approaches. And this is of course only a representation of a part of the
field, as there are many more artists, institutions and activities that are not part of modul-dance.

By May Zarhy
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selected artist in 2011

The topics which surrounded the modul-dance project, especially the concept of a community
of artists and cooperation in the different possible aspects: between institutions, between artist
and institution, between different artists, between different aspects of creation and so, are
extremely relevant and vibrant in the contemporary dance field. Very often I feel that dealing with
these issues and developing a way of working on them doesn’t come to life owing to practical
logistics and financial difficulties. The closing conference is exciting in this respect. A possibility
to experience a meeting which might actually create more space for sharing. But what is most
relevant to me at this moment is thinking about how to work within these circumstances, yet
keeping distant from the fact that what we develop is a product to be consumed and “bargained
over”. In my opinion, dance, in its essence, lies in opposition to this way of thinking. Ultimately,
it embodies the temporality of things, their dynamics and flow, without holding on to their
potential formality. Ideally, dance suggests a reality which is tangible, but, at the same time,
cannot be held or grasped. It is moving. Thus, making a product in the form of a piece, a style, a
strategy and so on is challenging. It somehow demands some kind of resistance and awareness
that requires the artist to remain realistic and a dreamer at the same time, to insist on the
essence and content which interests him/her and at the same time to negotiate the constant
demand in terms of the organisation and management of this non-material nature of the things
one deals with. I feel this “conflict” is one that has to be reflected on. And maybe the possibility
of reflection as some sort of a community can trigger other forms and approaches, and possibly
systems in which Dance, whatever it might stand for, exists.
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Modul-dance reflections

The economic structure that allowed the existence of such a set-up as modul-dance, triggers
then the question of what now? What other possibilities, needs and questions are relevant for
the different components that together make up this European market of dance? Interestingly
enough, I feel such topics appear more relevant right now – towards the final meeting of moduldance. Enough time has passed and enough experiences has been gained for the questions to
embody themselves in some propositions such as workshops, discussions and possibly other
forms to emerge.
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David Wampach
SACRE
© Valerie Archeno

Eric Minh Cuong Castaing / Cie. Shonen
lildragon
© Eric Minh Cuong Castaing / Shonen / CDC Toulouse
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Mobility
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Itamar Serussi
selected artist in 2011

Luca Silvestrini
selected artist in 2012

Mobility in choreographic composition
forms the axis of space.
It is often said that a space creates an
artistic proposal’s texture.
For the choreographer and the artistic
team alike, mobility gives the project a
memory of spaces.
The process becomes geographical and
composes itself with the spaces that have
been crossed. Possibilities open up and
converge.
Journeys are a process of opening up to
the other as well, expanding one’s access
to what is different and unknown.
The mobility of artists and dance shows
has played a very important role in the
development of the culture of dance in
our region, among our communities, our
audiences and in relation to our dance
ecology. Welcoming artists in Bassano del
Grappa has opened up new landscapes for
the discovery of new possibilities in dance,
the different forms it can take, the diverse
connections it can offer but most of all its
ability to communicate universally.

Fabrice Lambert
selected artist in 2011

Roberto Casarotto
international dance projects at Centro
per la Scena Contemporanea Bassano del
Grappa
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Moving from one European country to
the other and having the opportunity for
exchange everywhere you go. Working
with many people in different places gives
you something. It lightens something,
creates awareness and contributes ideas.
Something fundamental or extreme,
and sometimes something unexpected,
could happen. You can grow insensitive
in the comfort zone of your daily activity.
Working with new people in different
cultures and contexts opened up a new
vocabulary to me.

The modul-dance modular system has
given me a unique opportunity to travel
to four different countries and to organise
my research during four different yet
interrelated residencies. I was able to work
closely with each dancehouse, following
a programme of activities (interviews,
workshops, talks etc), which exposed me
to diverse aspects of migration and the
sense of otherness. The residencies have
also offered me the chance to connect
with local artists and their work, a rare
opportunity to understand and learn what
it means to be a dance maker elsewhere
in Europe. Looking back, modul-dance has
specifically and positively influenced the
making of Border Tales, whilst allowing me
to become part of a wider transnational
community of dance makers and
organisations.

I find it very relevant to develop the idea
of a modular system in the network of
dancehouses and artists throughout
Europe. There are many reasons for this,
but I would like to emphasize the value of
meeting, far more than just the product,
but also the dialogue and reflection on the
creative process.

What is interesting is finding out who
each partner in the project is and what
tools they can provide for each module.
This provides a very interesting idea of
part of the European scene.
Marc Olivé
programmer at Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona

Tina Tarpgaard
selected artist in 2010

I find the modul-dance modular system
very fruitful since it provides different
conditions for different phases of a
production and therefore supports an
individual pathway for developing one’s
work.
An Kaler
selected artist in 2012

My experience with the modular system is
limited to the two first modules, research
and residency. They’ve both offered me
an opportunity to concentrate on my
work but through their different titles
and economic structure they’ve offered
me an organizational framework for each
part of the creative process that I hadn’t
experienced before.
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Emma-Cecilia Ajanki (The Mob)
selected artist in 2012

The modular system worked really well for
all this period, especially the residencies,
research and presentations, although we
did not see so much carte blanche and
staff exchange.

The modular system worked well from
my point of view. Each of the network
members, having different facilities and
resources, could fully participate in the
network, supporting selected artists
within one or more of the modules. We
cannot forget that apart from the network
members’ engagements, the modules
were planned to help artists develop
themselves as artists as well as contribute
to their artistic processes. This system is
fully flexible for both artists and network
members.

Mitja Bravhar
assistant manager for management
and finance at Kino Šiška Ljubljana

The modular system is a meaningful
way of sub-dividing a project into the
various stages of its development. Here,
modul-dance added a further quality: the
opportunity offered by each module to
engage in substantive collaboration with
one of the EDN partners fostered enduring
personal ties.

The modular system helped me to see
the created material from a distance
and to continue working in the “inbetween periods”. It gave me more time
to prepare the studio rehearsals where
the whole team would gather together.
It was necessary as I was taking care of
production matters at the same time.

Angie Hiesl & Roland Kaiser
selected artists in 2012

Agata Maszkiewicz
selected artist in 2012
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Mikołaj Maciejewski
production coordinator (performative
programme) at Art Stations
Foundation Poznań

It was clear from the beginning that being
a modul-dance artist does not guarantee
you a tour, so maybe the last two modules
could be organized more carefully.
Perhaps they could make another
selection from all the finished works;
meaning all the directors of production
houses could watch all the videos and
then choose some to tour. Otherwise, it
is mainly those artists supported by big
production houses with money who get
the chance for a re-run. Probably too many
artists have accumulated over the years
for something like that. But in the end
does size matter?

Can we condense our artistic ideas and
ambitions into our own bodies so we
take up less space on an airplane and in
a hotel? Our pieces need to demand less,
consume less and yet still be generous.
To be mobile we need to shrink, but
remain large spirited.

Tina Valentan
selected artist in 2012

Ben Duke/Lost Dog
selected artist in 2011

Magali Milian & Romuald Luydlin/La Zampa
selected artists in 2011

The modular system of research, residency,
production and presentation shows clearly
that in Slovenia we lack a production model.
From research and maybe residency we
skip directly into presentation. Production
is still not well understood in Slovenia. It
simply means that you are making a dance
show and get some small amount of public
money for it. But there are no venues that
open the house, stage and resources to the
artists so that they can really prepare and
work onstage on the production of the dance
show. We have to slowly change this.
Goran Bogdanovski
artistic advisor for modul-dance
at Kino Šiška Ljubljana
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We had the chance to “get away from
our own territory”, which does not only
mean travelling. In our case entailed some
big changes. A change in our creative
habits, since our creation process usually
unfolds in a single quintessentially
French context whereas with moduldance the separation, the distance,
allowed us to return home invigorated
and lighter in weight. And a change
in our time-management habits: we
usually stay longer in each place. In this
project, however, between the discovery
of the venues and of the working hours,
which were always different, we had to
constantly adapt ourselves.

Next to the residencies, my work has
increasingly travelled in Europe: several
of the network partners invited me to
present it, and because of that it has been
performed in new cities and countries.
These visits were exciting experiences
where I was also able to discover the
diversity and abundance that these cities
and countries have to offer.

I am a Swiss artist but I feel very
European: I somehow share with
my European fellows a common
understanding of history, society and art.
It is for me very important to be able to
travel and present my work in Europe
because I have the urge to communicate,
to meet other audiences, to look at my
creations differently. I studied dance and
choreography over a seven-year period in
Belgium and Holland before returning to
Switzerland (I moved to Zürich in 2008).
Modul-dance was a chance to travel
again to different European cities, and
to be considered from a European point
of view rather than a national point of
view. I’ve certainly been pretty successful
in my homeland in these last years,
but if I worked and performed only in
Switzerland, it would be too comfortable
or too obvious for me. The fact of going
outside my country to present my
work forces me to be in touch with the
unknown and to take risks. It is also a way
of being freer.
Eugénie Rebetez
selected artist in 2011

Emma Martin
Tundra
© Ros Kavanagh
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Arno Schuitemaker
selected artist in 2012

Eugénie Rebetez
Encore
© Augustin Rebetez
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Fabrice Lambert
Faux Mouvement
© L’Expérience Harmaat / Pierre Ricci

The project

The project

In recent years, modul-dance has made it possible to imagine a sort of “free zone” of poetics.
Rather than a precise place or time, modul-dance wished to be a map of intervals in time
and space, a “graph” along whose lines artists could mobilise their experiences safe from
the somewhat pressing logic of production and from the somewhat tyrannical logic of
performance, on the common ground of more general problems inherent to motives, to
ways of being and to the purposes of dance creation. It is an “open” geography in which all
the participants, on coming together, are given the privilege of abiding in each other’s poetic
landscape not only in order to experience the great variety of approaches to choreography but
also to reconstitute it in memory as a lasting baggage of “other” poetic options and of other
strategies of creation. Modul-dance has encouraged journeys in all their forms, from strolls
to forced migrations, knowing that all poetics of creation are the expression of a very specific
agility. They say that it is generally by travelling that we come to know aspects of ourselves
that we would otherwise ignore.

By Roberto Fratini
dance dramaturge

“For three years and four months Judith had lived as a widow.
She built a little shelter on the roof of her house and lived there.”
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(Judith 8:4-5)

Moreover, there was a certain number of instruments available to the artists who wished to
use them. Dramaturgical advising was one of these instruments, one of these “accelerators”.
Choosing from a list of names that included myself as well as Guy Cools and Carmen Mehnert,
the artists who so wished could be accompanied, for a brief segment of their path of creation,
by a dramaturge. Personally I have never liked the title of “external eye” because it tends to
endorse the widespread prejudice that the dramaturge is a sort of guarantee of objectivity
and that such objectivity is of a critical and cultural nature (all told, as if the dramaturge were
there to anticipate the reactions of the press and the audience).
On the other hand, I am convinced that dramaturgy is one of the many “poetic” functions of
the work, and that the best quality of the dramaturge’s gaze is immanence, the capacity to
grasp, from within, the aspects that form the identity of poetics; I believe that the meeting
between the dramaturge and the choreographer is a contiguity of subjective views and that
the purpose of dialogue in this meeting is to transform such contiguity into convergence,
coincidence and even conspiracy. Indeed, even if the choreographer, as so often happens,
is actually the most effective dramaturge of his or her own work, dramaturgy would still
and always be the space of a dialogue with himself or herself, the “dialectical” pause that
arises in the often turbulent adventure of a work of creation: a suspension, an interval, an
inbetweenness. Hence, the dramaturgical circumstance par excellence is conversation: what’s
known in French as entretien (seen in this light, modul-dance’s whole space of intervention,
interwoven with pauses for reflection, parentheses of dialogue and collective events, had a
dramaturgical way of being or sense).
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Lessons of idleness

Modul-dance has not been an exception: it has given each artist the chance to know him or
herself on the basis of the traveller that he or she was. It gave everyone the chance to choose
how much baggage to take along, where to spend the night, what transport means to use,
and at what speed and for what reason to travel. In short, to choose the shape of their agility.

Considering the cooperation logistical aspects, in no case was it a question of the choreographer “acting as a dramaturge” (in fact, some of the choreographers who decided to take
advantage of this consulting already had their own dramaturges), but rather to help the
choreographer to come to grips with the general concept of dramaturgy and with the isolated
dramaturgy that was consciously or unconsciously emerging from the creative work in
progress.
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I will now attempt to explain how. “Advising” is like coming upon the choreographer in a very
special point of the journey: the choreographer chooses the moment in his or her creative
process in which this appointment is made; he or she determines the vertices, the special
points, and the heights from which to make the observation and at which to establish the
dialogue within the timeline of the creation. Some prefer to meet with the advisor at the
beginning of the conception process; others prefer to launch the dialogue once they have
reached a sufficiently high level of construction of the material; some make the appointment
in the midst of the rehearsals and in the presence of the performers; while others prefer to
hold the dialogue in the vacancies of the rehearsal calendar. I believe that part of the advisor’s
job is to know at what point and on what level of the work the meeting will take place
because this determination of the poetic chronicity is precisely what produces completely
different styles of dialogue. The passing months come to transform the fragility of the work,
constantly moving it about. And no work is good from the poetic standpoint if it does not
preserve, till the last moment, a certain margin of fragility, a certain quality of perplexity.
Outside this renewable perplexity, dramaturgy simply does not exist.
So let us imagine that the choreographer invites the advisor to meet with him or her at the
point in the process that he or she has chosen. This point is not really at home, that is to say,
within the already established confines of the part of the work that exists and the convictions
surrounding the work, but rather on a ground that is, for the both of them, at once familiar
and unfamiliar: that special place, in short, from which the artist observes the work even
before it exists, just as a builder observes from a high place the exact point where he intends
to erect a structure; the place, if you will, from which the whole view is merely a conjecture
or wishful thinking.
The advisor consents to camp with the choreographer in this strange place and to wait
here with him or her for evening to fall. Once again, dramaturgy is not an act of surgical
observation and it is not something to be done in bright sunlight: it sees what it sees
and grasps what it grasps through a sort of mist. The landscape in that mist becomes

transformed into a hazy uniformity from which only the truly important things emerge, and
they always do so as enigmatic telltale signs. In many ways, the essential dramaturgical ethos
is not “to concentrate” on the work but rather to become distracted from it. To forget all about
it, if necessary. To pretend not even to have heard of it until this moment (a philosophical
note here: in this, in its effort to grasp the poetics of the choreographic work as an appearance
and “apparentness” of something, dramaturgy comes to be an essentially phenomenological
gesture).
The idea is to pause in a place from which the dance can be seen as if through a phantasmagorical telescope; a place from which to show the choreographer which constellations of
sense, which general design and, in the end, which destiny, which options of meaning appear
in the night sky of his or her creation. Dramaturgy, against the backdrop of a dynamic act as is
dance, shares much of this static pause, this nocturnal and attentive watch.
The important thing is not to fall asleep on the process of creation but rather to stay awake
and observe together with the choreographer this landscape engulfed by shadows, so similar
to a starry sky in which the scattered points, the thousand Andromedas and Siriuses and
Alpha Centauris of his or her poetic universe are shining; the important thing is to show him
or her the many constellations, the many invisible lines that create meaningful figures in
that universe, not to impose any one in particular but rather to assure that, once alone, he or
she will not lose the necessary pleasure, the essential idleness to sit down from time to time
and to choose, from among the thousands of possible configurations of bright objects in the
darkness, the design that most closely resembles a finished poetic project; the design, in the
end, that most closely resembles him or her. In short, the important thing is not to lose the
pleasure of making his or her poetic gesture glitter and shine, the pleasure of structuring his
or her desire.
Dramaturgical advising is this brief school of observation and idleness: it teaches how to be as
precise as an astrophysicist and as imaginative as an astrologer. Above all, however, it teaches
that every poetic identity is a system (or an ecosystem) of extreme complexity and that, with
this ecosystem as a backdrop, every project (opera, research, performance or whatever) is
a further system, the further concretisation of a general universe, which should obviously
express the natural laws of the creative personality of the person who creates it, while
moreover being capable of expressing its own coherence, its own ecology of meaning.
The poetic vitality of a work depends entirely on this capability, which the choreographer
comes to acquire, of strengthening the aspects of the work that make it function as a living
system. For this reason, at least with respect to me, dramaturgical assistance consists neither
of asking the choreographer “what the performance means” nor of providing him or her with
an answer to this essentially trivial question. If the performance is an ecosystem, it is not a
matter of establishing “what it means” but rather of determining “where its life springs from”.
In the case of dance, its meaning will exist only as the gestuality of the living organism that it
is, as the breath of its internal order of relations and transformations. It is considered all too
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The purpose of the quick consultancies authorised by modul-dance’s logistical framework
(which didn’t envisage more than five days of cooperation, distributed according to a
calendar that the choreographers arranged with the requested dramaturge), was to offer
each choreographer the chance to take advantage of this dialogue, of this dialectical opening,
so that he or she would be free to reopen it at any time with him or herself or with his or her
partners.

often that a dance meaning should be able to be reduced to a sort of “recap”, an “information”
that is stably and ably deposited behind the dance convulsions.
I would rather believe that its meaning functions less as a knowledge than as a cognition:
the immanent wisdom specific to living systems, which is neither previous nor subsequent
to the gesture that forms the system because it is applied, developed and known only in the
making of the gestures. To grasp these life signs, to protect them and to strengthen them
was – even before the close clinical examination of the meanings, conceptual implications
and performance strategies –, the true purpose of the clandestine dialogue, of the little
conspiracy between the advisor and the choreographer.
It has been exciting at all times. That is to say, it has been exciting to enjoy the privilege
of visiting as a dramaturge such different poetic microclimates, landscapes, planets and
universes: from Patricia Apergi, Romuald Luydlin, Magali Milian and Alexandra Waierstall
I have learnt more than I would ever have dreamt I could teach, and I would venture to
believe that Carmen and Guy have equally warm memories of their meetings. It is always
sad, however, to leave so soon poetic universes in which it would be useful and delightful
to stay longer. Even so, it cannot be denied that the brevity of the meeting contained the
most precious of lessons for any dramaturge: the awareness that this work is always done
precariously because precariousness, doubt, temporariness are its foremost secret, the
greatest gift that it has to offer.

Fearghus Ó Conchúir
Tabernacle
© Jonathan Mitchell
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People always ask us why it so often happens that the most vital decisions about a poetic
work arise as if by magic at the last minute. I guess it’s because we see things more clearly
when we know we are leaving them behind. This is also the way in which the dramaturge
belongs to the project without the project belonging to him or her. He or she sees it with the
lucid and somewhat perplexed love of a person who is about to depart from it at any moment.

Lili M
© Zoe Alibert
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Frauke Requardt
Episode
© Chris Nash
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Calendar of a “wandering” project Planites
Two years ago when thinking about my new project I wrote:
I am borrowing your history in order to erase the frontiers of the accomplished civilizations, and to
raise my voice through radical actions that hold me responsible for the decision to travel. I drag my
wants along with my severed rights, in order to coexist with those favoured nations who support my
freedom; up until they encounter me.
And you were alarmed because I asked to share an opportunity. (....)
There came the moment where I was privileged enough to be selected by the modul-dance
programme in order to create the piece Planites.

By Patricia Apergi
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selected artist in 2012

Coming from the centre of the CRISIS, from a place where the voices are strong but not heard,
it seems that mobility is the only way of sharing, understanding, exchanging and perceiving.
This programme gave me the possibility to move, to travel, to search, to meet people who
carry different “luggage”. And they enriched our project with their tremendous contributions.
A map of experiences, a ticket to the unknown, a communication with a different language
from what was familiar, a boarding pass to the centre of creativity and choices.
And I confess: never before had I found a system where I could fit in. A system that was born
not to overrule but to offer freedom and options. The modular system as a brilliant and
effective tool, offered me, in summary, many revealing, concrete and enriching research and
residency periods (Maison de la Danse, Graner/Mercat de les Flors, Dance Ireland, Duncan
Dance Research Center), two wholly creative, supportive and challenging production periods
(Tanzhaus NRW and Hellerau) and an exciting, rich, seemingly endless touring phase full of
experiences. But mostly, it offered me a platform for developing ideas, a platform for sharing,
choosing and exchanging. And it helped me understand that even if one system (in terms
of politics and society) can cast a whole nation down into darkness and silence, another one
(system) can, at least, turn up the volume..
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How did these aspects
affected your work?
Modul-dance 2013-2014

The opportunity to become a “planitas” itself, in order to speak about migration, about
traveling, about routes. And I entered a network of trust and collaboration. A network that
generously gave me the opportunity to work with my ideas, to take risks, to meet inspiring
people, to open up to an imminent and endless artistic dialogue. This is why I feel so
privileged. Because as part of this network I was honoured to receive the kind of feedback and
trust that is even more important and valuable than the work itself.

Gunilla Heilborn
Akademien
© wiklundwiklund
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Hafiz Dhaou & Aïcha M’Barek / Cie. Chatha
Khargba. Jeux de pouvoir
© Jef Rabillon
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Dialogues
The community of artists that has been
created around modul-dance is like one
big, sympathetic, fluffy cloud; you enter
if you feel like it or you can just enjoy it
from the outside. Inside the cloud we
all have very different thoughts about
dance and how we create it, and through
this difference I’ve met and got to know
beautiful human beings and learnt more
about what dance can be and how it can
be created.
Emma-Cecilia Ajanki (The Mob)
selected artist in 2012

In the case of the conferences open to
artists, which provide a kind of protected
environment, I have been able to observe
how a really good relationship was built
up, which generated some collaborations.
The atmosphere was very conducive to
dialogue, very laid back, and created a
situation where everyone felt comfortable
and ready to open up. That seemed to me
to be a good decision.
Mara Maso
modul-dance project assistant

The first thought that comes to mind is
that I appreciated the sense of community
modul-dance aimed to create. Coming
from Ireland, where I am based, there
is always that extra little bit to travel
in order to feel connected to dance in
Europe. Running my own company,
seeking funding and of course, making the
work myself can take up almost all of my
time so making time to travel to moduldance events was sometimes difficult
but I was pleased that I did it. Getting
away for a couple of days, seeing new
work and meeting new people is always
a good thing. It was refreshing to meet
with other artists who often shared the
same conditions and concerns about how
to survive creatively within the current
economic climate.
Liz Roche
selected artist in 2011
I remember very clearly in Dusseldorf
Roberto saying that community was a
dangerous word. It suggests that we
share an aim. He used the word “society”.
I prefer that now. I am part of a diverse
society of artists and the modul-dance
programme helped develop my sense of
that society and where I am within it.
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Ben Duke/Lost Dog
selected artist in 2011

In general, there was a lot of trust
among both artists and partners. It is
too bad that we were so busy talking to
the theatres instead of meeting artists.
I wish we could have had more time to
introduce ourselves to each other and
get to know other artists and their works.
Cooking with everyone in the Düsseldorf
conference was a very good idea and it
was a nice moment to share.

Mitja Bravhar
assistant manager for management and
finance at Kino Šiška Ljubljana

Kaori Ito
selected artist in 2010

Presenting a project to a professional, to
a programmer, is often difficult... above
all when the process has not yet begun,
when ideas are being sketched out and at
times overlap.
It is a sometimes fragile moment which
requires that even the strong points of
the project should be questioned.
The community of artists on hand at
these meetings enriches the result and
makes sense of it.
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The diversity of approaches can turn this
moment into a possibility of sharing the
means to explain the project.
Fabrice Lambert
selected artist in 2011

Modul-dance offers an attractive scene
involving a varied and extensive artistic
community, generating different forms
of artistic expression with a common
denominator: physicality and its different
possibilities. But we have missed a
framework allowing different artists to
meet up, share dialogue, experiences
and space. Perhaps a meeting exclusively
for the artists, a part of the project that
would make the socialization of art
possible. Our only experience to date
with modul-dance artists has been with
Alessandro Sciarroni, whom we invited to
work together with us for a week at
Graner during the creation and production
of the work we have developed within
the framework of modul-dance. This
happened on own initiative, but also with
the help of the Mercat de les Flors and
Graner, who facilitated the meeting.
It was an experience in which we shared
the creative process and methodologies
and definitely one we would repeat.
loscorderos
selected artist in 2012
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The community of artists is not so well
developed as it should be. Labelling them
“modul-dance artists” is not enough. We
should select a community leader who
would guide them and connect all the
artists through the process and platform.
The two conferences bringing together
producers and artists were very crucial for
further development.

I especially enjoyed the framework of the
modul-dance conferences, where, besides
formal meetings, “free time” was set
aside for exchanges to take place among
artists and co-workers all together and on
another level, so that we could learn more
about each other. The 4th modul-dance
conference What do you want to share with
others? in Düsseldorf was particularly
successful.

It has been of great help to meet the
other fifty-one artists and exchange a bit
about our development while supported
by modul-dance. This was the eye opener
on how to use or benefit even more from
the network, how to “tailor” it individually.
For me it seemed a bit like learning about
the “rules of the game” other people have
created for themselves.
Lili M
selected artist in 2012

Paul-Eric Labrosse
administration at CDC Toulouse

With the partners I made very little
contact per se: for sure it’s true we were
contacted by a few dancehouses who
showed an interest in our works and
invited us for a residency (Geneva) and
performance (Slovenia), and of course
Maison de la Danse who introduced
us to the network, but looking at the
scale of the network, I think one could
have made more contact. I made few
connections with the artists, it was more
like becoming acquainted than a real
connection, I guess it’s more a network
where you get a first impression of fellow
artists around Europe, and I guess the real
connection should have come from what
follows after that, apart from those that
I knew from before and meet elsewhere.
I cannot claim to really know the others,
but each moment we reconnect at the
conferences, we always have a great time
together.
Qudus Onikeku
selected artist in 2011

Ben Duke/Lost Dog
selected artist in 2011
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I would exchange the breadth of my
encounters during modul-dance for depth.

The modul-dance network has also
allowed me to learn about the ways of
doing things of choreographers whose
work was unfamiliar to me and to
establish strong artistic ties during the
selection process. Aside from the selective
challenge, this experience has been for
me a time of meeting other artists and of
becoming acquainted with dancehouses
that were new to me. The diversity of
geographical areas and of the size of the
structures involved was very important in
my opinion because it helped to expand
our usual networks, opening us up to
other historical and political contexts in
which dance does not always hold the
same place.

Meeting Hooman Sharifi was a great
opportunity. Apart from his kindness
and accessibility, I found his work very
insightful and it ended up with him
taking part in the training program for
our students.
Chloé Ban
training coordination at CDC Toulouse

I was able to attend the conference in
Düsseldorf and it was a very convivial
and busy meeting. I got to know quite
a lot of people but as I was there only
two days and therefore it all remained
superficial. I cannot say that I feel part of
a community of artists after this meeting.
For me I would need much more time to
build up and develop relationships and a
sense of community with the other artists
and dancehouses. I have had no further
contact with the other modul-dance
artists apart from the one I knew before
and sometimes I meet some in festivals.
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Marie-Caroline Hominal
selected artist in 2012

Although building a community of artists
was not one of the most important points
on the modul-dance agenda for us, we
did get to know quite a lot of artists from
the network. We are happy that this
happened, for personal and work reasons.
Who knows? Sooner or later we might be
looking for new collaborators or simply
nice people to hang out with when we are
travelling around Europe.
The Loose Collective
selected artist in 2011
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Maud Le Pladec
selected artist in 2012

From the artists’ standpoint, the diversity
of structures and partners has made
it possible to avoid artistic formatting,
and from the standpoint of structures
it has allowed the experimentation of
new formats with them (in our case, for
example, the residence or the festival).

In every interaction and independently of
what I was dealing with, I felt that there
was respect for the work because of the
context and meetings. I think that this
happened because of the programme and
the organized talks on the programme.
Very often and even outside the moduldance context, the meetings with the
same people again had the same quality
and respect: as if a certain level of trust
was already there, present and supporting
all of us.

Claude Ratzé
director at ADC Genève

A dialogue on artistic and business
matters.
Ioannis Mandafounis
selected artist in 2011

I am very happy that this last gathering
of modul-dance in Barcelona is providing
an opportunity to share a short residency
at Graner with a number of other moduldance artists in a frame provided by Jurij
Konjar. While I would have loved to have
had this practical exchange sooner, I am
excited that the project closes with a
window open to new possibilities.
Fearghus Ó Conchúir
selected artist in 2010
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From our first gathering in Lyon, I have
been curious about how the other moduldance artists do what they do. It was
clear that I was in talented, dynamic and
diverse company. We talked about our
work but I wanted to know how that work
appeared in the world. It was one of my
disappointments in the early part of the
modul-dance process that the individual
journeys through the modules meant that
there was little time or space to get to
know other artists. I rarely even saw other
work until the conferences gave us that
opportunity.

Hooman Sharifi
Then Love was found and set the World on Fire
© E.Perra-epphoto
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Helena Franzén
Slipping Through My Fingers
© Bengt Wanselius

The project

The project

When referring to modul-dance, the words that continually come to mind are “research”,
“residency”, “production” and “presentation”. These are the four stages of the modular system
structured by the project to provide an organised creative space for the selected artists.
The fourth concept has special connotations for three reasons. First, it is the truly visible part
of the whole project, the final result that connects the artists with the public. Second, it is
the logical result of the first three stages. And third, apart from the performances hosted by
the partner dancehouses, the presentation of pieces created by selected artists has also had a
particular context in the modul-dance festivals.

By Sílvia González
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modul-dance communication manager

The project generated eight different festivals: Hellerau and Mercat de les Flors organised
a festival on three occasions, Ljubljana on two, and Athens, Geneva, Paris, Stockholm and
Dublin once each.

The context
Therefore modul-dance leaves a total of thirteen events whose goal was to connect different
audiences to European artistic creation. The decision to organize the festivals was very much
tied in with the need to create a suitable framework to present little-known artists on the
local scenes. CND Paris organized a focus in October 2014, as explained by Olivier Vergnac,
with a twofold intention. As everyone knows, the cultural offer in the city is very rich. We chose this
format because we thought it was an appropriate way of promoting the seven artists included in the
programming and of giving the European project visibility. As regards Dansens Hus’s experience
with Dans <3 Stockholm, Eva Broberg says we had presented some modul-dance artists in the
framework of our regular programme. But we quickly decided that we wanted to organise a festival,
as it creates a context to present more than one artist at the same time to a local audience and
encourages the public to buy tickets to see names they have never heard of before. The same goes for
Hellerau Dresden, where a festival was organised on three occasions. For Carmen Mehnert,
who was responsible for the programming, the festival format gave us better visibility and opened
up more creative ways of presenting projects at different points during their creation.
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Festivals:
connecting creation

During the four-and-a-half years the project lasted, the development of frameworks for
presenting European artists in different local communities became a necessity. Most of the
selected artists were almost or fully unknown in other countries and so it was necessary to
find new ways to reach the public. This challenge was tackled in various ways: by organizing
workshops, talks and exchanges between the local public and artists, and one of the most
successful initiatives was the presentation of more than one selected artist in the framework
of a festival. The aim was to promote the visibility of the project and exchange between the
artists on the project, and between them and the artistic communities in the cities they were
visiting.

Given the diversity of approaches to the modul-dance festival format it is impossible to speak
of a sole model. Rather, there was a model for each festival, which took into account the local
circumstances and connections of each dancehouse.
The decision to organize the Sâlmon< festival in Barcelona coincided with the opening of
Graner, Fàbrica de Creació, managed by Mercat de les Flors and that, among other activities,
offers residencies to local and foreign artists. According to Elena Carmona, curator on all three
occasions, the festival gave us the opportunity to present a twofold programme: international, linked
to modul-dance artists, many of whom had completed residencies with us; and local, the idea being to
include artists whose creative processes had taken place in the city. The first time the festival was
held, in 2012, international proposals from the Connect Connect project, in which Mercat de
les Flors participated, were also included.
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The European connection was also in evidence at the Arc For Dance Festival organized by
DDRC Athens in May 2014. In 2014, Penelope Iliaskou says, towards the end of the modul-dance
project, we were able to achieve something that we could not do alone. That was the motto of the
project and we were able to adapt it to the local dimension. DDRC joined forces with a pre-existing
festival organized by another institution dedicated to dance, DANC.C.CE, a participant in the
European project Spide Expand! DDRC provided the added value of modul-dance.
CoFestival, organized by Kino Šiška Ljubljana, is another example of how the local and
European scenes found a framework for connection in the modul-dance festival model. On the
two occasions it took place, this 3-in-1 festival incorporated programming from the project
as well as the Ukrep and Pleskavica festivals. At the beginning the questions were “how to do it for
Ljubljana” and “what could be connectable”. So the proposal to join forces was very natural, explains
Goran Bogdanovski. We shared resources, infrastructures, knowledge, promotion, aesthetics and
audiences. The 2012 festival hosted forty-three events during ten days. The main focus was not
the product but the process. It opened a door to the local community. The idea was “co-working”. In
2013, the theme was “co-living”. We invited the Nomadance academy and forty-five people spent a day
together sharing. And the shows took place in the evenings.
In 2013 Dance Ireland marked its 21st anniversary with a celebratory programme titled Dance
Ireland 21: Still in Motion. Within this context the Made in Dublin festival highlighted the
work that the dancehouse does both locally and internationally and artists were invited from
a number of EU funded projects it was involved in, including modul-dance, E-motional Bodies
& Cities, and associated artists. The team comments that by having modul-dance artists the
work encompassed the multiple “voices” of dance in Europe. Showcasing an upcoming generation of
European dance makers who have not yet performed their work in Ireland also attracted the dance
community from throughout Ireland, giving them the opportunity to experience the work that is being
created internationally by their peers.

Despite not being presented under the label of “modul-dance festival”, other project partners
strengthened this connection by programming modul-dance artists in events organized by
themselves or other local festivals they are linked to. This was the case of Summer House,
organised at The Place London in summer 2013; the Malta International Theatre Festival in
Poznań, with the participation of Art Stations Foundation; the activities of the Cultural Capital
of Maribor and the Platforms of Contemporary Dance in the same city with the support of
Plesna Izba; and the International Festival CDC-Des Migrations in Toulouse.

Criteria
What type of festival should it be? Which modul-dance artists should be programmed?
What other artists should be included in the programming? There were no fixed criteria: each
festival built its own model.
CND scheduled shows developed in Paris within the framework of the project. Those we got to
know and follow, progressively. In this way the invitations were a “natural selection”. This link with
the selected artists was also promoted at the HOP’LA! temps fort danse festival, organised by
ADC Geneva, which preferred to include both new and previous pieces because, for them, this
was also a good way to lay the foundations of a relationship that we wanted to be long-term, enduring
and sustainable beyond the end of the project, as explained by Anne Davier. Works by local
artists were also included at Sâlmon<, Arc for Dance and Made in Dublin. Penelope Iliaskou
comments that the fact that the audiences came to see more established artists, well known
thanks to their participation in European projects, benefitted local and younger artists and made
them more visible.
The criteria used to select other artists from outside the modul-dance framework at the three
Hellerau festivals depended on the emergence of some projects that we thought it made sense to
include, says Carmen Mehnert. In one festival we included the German premiere of Les Slovaks as
we thought that their style and understanding of contemporary dance matched up very well with the
other projects we were presenting by modul-dance artists. Another case was Rasmus Olme, with his
piece modul, which I had always wanted to present in Hellerau but was waiting for the right context.
So this seemed the perfect opportunity and we showed his work in progress and he also gave a lecture.
Rasmus also completed a residency at our venue, which was very positive because the modul-dance
artists here were able to attend his classes and they got to know each other.
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Connecting

The label

Building new audiences

The label of “modul-dance festival” was not always given any relevance when it came to
presenting the various proposals. Kino Šiška adopted the name CoFestival in keeping with
the logic of their cooperation. As regards the name of the Barcelona festival, Sâlmon<, Elena
Carmona says it was chosen, first and foremost, because it suggests something fresh, fresh and
new like the programming. Second, because this fish is typically European, like most of the artists we
presented. And third, because the behaviour of salmon, which are born in a river, swim down to the
sea and return to the river to lay their eggs, has a lot to do with the idea of mobility. Finally, we should
remember that salmon swim upstream against the current. At a time when artistic production has
become difficult, there are a lot of talented young artists who cannot work in the best of conditions;
they have to go against the current to produce shows that they believe in.

Have the festivals succeeded in attracting new audiences? Goran Bogdanovski doesn’t hold
out much hope because so many things are going on in the market that the size of the audience
we attracted was not an issue, the idea was to focus on what the artists are saying and the quality.
And the audiences in the case of CoFestival were totally different from each other. There was a core of
people who went to everything but the audience in general varied from one proposal to the next.
It was interesting to see the dynamics of the audience changing and it made me think that it was
not a contemporary dance audience. That this does not exist. There is an audience for a specific
theme or particular aesthetic.
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Other activities
Some of the festivals included other activities apart from performances. Elena Carmona
does not regard them as complementary activities because a show is equally as important as
a workshop, an evening of short pieces or a work session where programmers are invited to map
out festivals. They are on the same level. What is interesting is to generate different spaces allowing
different kinds of meetings, various formats that can work at different levels: public-artist, artistartist, programmer-artist ... Based on the experience of Hellerau, Mehnert comments: I always
try to contextualize when programming and always try to include side activities when presenting a
company at our venue, such as films, workshops, lectures and discussions. The basic idea behind this
is to give the audience a clearer view of the artist than just by seeing the performance. This helps the
audience to understand the working process more deeply, the development of an artist and his/her
style. Local dancers are hungry for information, to hear about other ideas and formats. Also, for the
participating artists the side activities were very important as these were the times where they were
also able to meet each other, something that lots of times doesn’t happen when they just perform.

Carmen Mehnert is not so sure that the festivals attracted a different public at Hellerau,
but she does think that in general the audiences were younger, and depended very much on the
pieces and on their content and format. For example, Maud Le Pladec’s DEMOCRACY attracted not
only a dance audience but also a music audience, as they were familiar with the composer. A great
thing about 2014 festival was having a Young Jury (four schoolgirls) who saw all the performances
and discussed them afterwards. This was filmed, edited and posted on our website the same night and
it was very interesting to hear what these young girls had to say about the shows. We will continue
using this format in future programmes.
In the case of Barcelona, growing interest was noted in the professional sector. Moreover, we
have always made an effort to reach new publics by adopting a policy of very reasonable prices and
offering a very wide range of shows.
There are plans to continue these latter two – more tried and tested festivals and organized
by Hellerau and Mercat de les Flors – after the end of the project, even without the moduldance label. The project meeting space has had an impact on how to programme new
international creators. It is necessary to seek new alliances and frameworks for the future.
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CND Paris adopted the name “modul-dance focus” because, in French, “festival” has a different
meaning. We consider a festival a recurrent event, and “focus” is more like a one-off special occasion.
Geneva preferred to work with the idea of the European artist and European network of
dancehouses, easier to transmit to the public. For their part, Hellerau presented its festival
under the title Young European Choreographers along with the subtitle “modul-dance
festival” as apart from ourselves, it was not so clear to other people that this was about young
choreographers. The subtitle helped the visibility of the project.

In Stockholm, the fact of programming contemporary dance at many types of institutions
and spaces definitely did help to attract ordinary audiences to go and see dance in their “own
places”. That meant public from the architecture museum, Royal Dramatic Theatre, art galleries...
Eva Broberg considers that more festivals are needed to get these publics to come to Dansens
Hus. So yes, new contemporary dance audiences but not yet at our venue.

Itamar Serussi
Mono
© Luis Alonso Rios Zertuche
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Ioannis Mandafounis & May Zarhy
Pausing
© Berndnaut Smilde
Nimbus 2010 at www.projectprobe.net
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Insights

Development
I had to re-arrange my days.
I had to slow down.
I had to take care about memories, and let them go.
I had to design the future and then forget about it.
Community of artists
I tried to recognise myself in the eyes of the others.
I tried to feel I belong to a clan.
I’m still choosing everyone very carefully.

By Alessandro Sciarroni
selected artist in 2012

Selection meetings
I had to stop thinking about the details of some artificial rendezvous.
I had to oblige myself to arrange thoughts into words.
I had to be jealous of my personal ideas.
I still have to play.
European itineraries
I had to change.
I had to be able to recognise transitions as a continuum.

We are always changing.
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Actually that’s very nice.

Modul-dance...
Taught me how to shake like a Polaroid picture.
Twisted my cervical vertebrae.
Made me meet some fantastic people.
Made me bore myself like SpongeBob.
Almost succeeded in transforming me into organized person.
Made me wonder how deep my love is.
Made my parents learn some English.
Turned Portugal into my second home.
Is/was fun(ny).
Made me happy, made me sad.
Introduced me to some corporative thinking.
Taught me how to meet and be met.
Taught me how to sing.

By Jasmina Križaj
selected artist in 2010

Made me wave like barley in the wind.
Made me visit many toilets.
Turned me into Jesus.
Showed me what love is.
Got me often to the sea, without swimming possibilities.
Made me bless the audience.
Made it possible to experience some emergency landings.
Made me like Celine Dion.
Is/was funky.
...
joj ooo joj, how enlarging were those years,
ping-ponging emails,
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fancying queers.

Jefta van Dinther
As It Empties Out
© Eva Würdinger
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Jasmina Križaj
The Very Delicious Piece
© Saša Huzjak
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Cooperation:
things we cannot do alone
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Ulrike Kuner
modul-dance project advisor

Modul-dance is about trust.
The progress of the common activities is
based on the results of communication,
the mutual recognition of quality, the
operating conditions and facilities of each
partner, economic conditions and also
the diversity of cultural policies in each
country. In Slovenia contemporary dance
is not institutionalized. The development
of Slovenian contemporary dance depends
on independent producers. Exchange and
cooperation between different European
dancehouses and the mobility of artists is
very important.
Modul-dance is about business.
Mojca Kasjak
production manager at Plesna
Izba Maribor

Bertram Müller
founding member of Tanzhaus NRW
Düsseldorf and president of EDN
(until 2013)

During four and a half years we have got
used to meeting up and working together
within the scope of a European project.
Every positive experience has been taken
as an example on which to continue
building and improving on the level of
internal operation between partners and
also with the artists.
Amélie Louys
modul-dance project manager
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Modul-dance was a great experience.
Because there were so many interesting
artists and working styles to be
discovered. Because so many different
contemporary dance partners worked
together for the first time. Because the
experience enjoyed the cooperation of so
many European cultures. And because
everything was based on mutual trust
and loyalty. There is nothing more
exciting than providing the opportunity
for and following the creation process
of new works of art. If this also happens
as part of a joint effort that crosses
country, (cultural) political and aesthetic
boundaries, then we have achieved a great
deal. For the artists, for their works and
for all of the communities around Europe.
What a vision!

The process of putting modul-dance into
practice was a “high school of trustbuilding” and a triple test of trust in
collaboration for all the participants. For
the artist: will this modul-dance really
carry me through all my steps of creation?
For the art directors: should I really trust
in the aesthetic taste of my colleague
and the reliability and potential of his/
her proposed artist? For the teams in each
organization: should we really get involved
with an artist we have personally never
met before? The modul-dance project
taught us a lot about ourselves, our
limitations and strengths. This is one of
the biggest benefits of this cooperation.
We hope it will continue because it is a
wonderful investment for the participating
artists.

Part of the job of project management
is to talk to the administrations of
theatres to obtain detailed information
on costs. Sometimes it has been seen or
experienced as prying on our part and
we have had to take measures to explain
why this information was required, which
is none other than to have all the data
we need to check the creditworthiness
of the project. Once this was explained,
we were always able to count on the full
cooperation of the partners.

Using a solid basis of dialogue and
respect, we joined forces and established
a consensus, we received inspiration… and
progressively saw our resources expanded
at the service of a common deep concern:
the evolution of the art of dance and the
artists.

Modul-dance as a project has not only
enriched many European choreographers
but also our staff and Dansens Hus as
an institution. We have had the privilege
of being able to invite unknown artists
to our facilities to get to know them and
their work. We had the possibility of
travelling to see and draw inspiration from
productions that we would never had the
chance to see otherwise. And in the end
we also had the opportunity to organize
a vast festival through modul-dance that
not only presented interesting art and
artists but also gave our institution the
chance to strengthen the collaboration
with our local institutions/venues and
present contemporary dance to audiences
other than our own.
Eva Broberg
head of program at Dansens Hus
Stockholm

Sharing resources and cooperating with
several European institutions has enabled
us to have a more sustainable production.
More than ever before, we had the chance
to share our process and results with
different audiences in different cities.
Moreover, as we are rather a large group,
this cooperation allowed us to “think big”
in terms of artistic visions. We were able
to engage in a large-scale production, not
being too worried about how tourable it
was going to be. Surprisingly enough, the
show has already toured more than any of
our previous productions.

Mara Maso
modul-dance project assistant

The Loose Collective
selected artist in 2011
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Penelope Iliaskou
artistic director at The Isadora & Raymond
Duncan Dance Centre Athens

The partners have a legitimacy that allows
you to enter more quickly into the thick
of it, to share skills and know-how in a
climate of mutual respect and trust.
Modul-dance was for me a unique
opportunity for professional development.
To be given exposure and have access to
an international community of artists and
dance organisations from other European
countries meant being within a context
providing support and encouragement as
well as offering a challenge and practical
engagement. It is not by chance that the
idea of Léim came out of this project!

Claude Ratzé
director at ADC Genève

Because of the distances involved and the
different circumstances, networking in
the course of daily management can be
difficult. This can only be compensated by
a determination and desire to cooperate.
In particular this happened in the case
of the project to create a collection of
ten guides to European cities as seen
through the eyes of different artists. The
commitment and enthusiasm shown
by everyone was undeniable. For me
personally, it was a lesson in networking
at European level, made possible through
the framework of mutual trust that
modul-dance has managed to build up
among the active partners.
Sílvia González
modul-dance communication manager

It was very helpful to have this initial
support to develop our connections and
careers.
The people at the modul-dance office
responded to my questions very quickly
and this was very helpful.
Kaori Ito
selected artist in 2010
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Elisabetta Bisaro
programme manager at Dance Ireland
Dublin (until May 2013)

An artistic project offers a broad diversity
of collaborations once the idea behind it
and its internal team have been defined.
The difficulty, however, lies precisely in the
nature of these collaborations.

Modul-dance came to confirm what
we already knew. As a member of EDN,
DeVIR/CAPa is a venue of choice for
many who look for a creative residency
opportunity within this network. This
is not because we have the best overall
conditions, not because we provide the
most stimulating contact with the local
artistic community, but because we have
achieved what we always wanted to be: a
dancehouse for all.

Partners contribute to the project when
they find their role and its economic,
geographical and technical context is a
way to define it.
Cooperation should be targeted, precise,
in order to foster the achievement of the
project.
The building of a project in this network is
worthwhile because each of the partners
are set within it in the place they consider
most appropriate to their identity.
The diversity of proposals presented in
its framework allows everyone to position
themselves clearly. In short, this diversity
is what makes our project unique.
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Fabrice Lambert
selected artist in 2011

During my time as a modul-dance artist I
co-operated with The Place, Station Zuid,
Mercat de les Flors, and other artists
connected to those organisations. There
were others I spoke to and who I shared
small moments with but there was no
co-operation in the sense of making
something together. I was aware that
during my time as a modul artist all these
organisations were dealing with “cuts”
– Station Zuid disappearing completely.
What does cooperation look like when
there is less money?
Ben Duke/Lost Dog
selected artist in 2011

José Laginha
artistic director at DeVIR/CAPa Faro

First of all modul-dance has meant the
chance to join a network that provides
help for production and dissemination
on a European scale. It quickly proved
to be an authentic meeting place and
a space of exchange, a place where
all transversalities are possible, with
conferences, discussions on artistic,
organisational and structural forms, and
enriching moments of togetherness. A
surprising place, here the give-and-take
between artists and programmers was
welcome and constructive. Modul-dance
has given us the rare opportunity to
question ourselves as a group about the
reality of our professions in Europe and
their future. It was fabulous!
Coraline Lamaison
selected artist in 2010
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DeVIR/CAPa is more than a venue without
a resident choreograph or company. It is
more than a dance supermarket, where
dance is sold in lessons for every taste.
It’s a living space, run and supported by
people always available to host, listen,
criticize and suggest (coaching). We
would like to thank all the artists that
have been with us for their recognition.

Jurij Konjar
© Nada Žgank
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Julia Cima
Cold Blood
© Freddy Peretti

Lili M
selected artist in 2012

In a world were both our communication
and our relationships become more and
more dependent on “virtual images”,
dance whether as an art form or a
social activity continues to highlight the
importance of “live presence” and an
energetic dialogue. For dance you need to
get out in the world and meet people!
Also dance artists need this live, energetic
dialogue to continue to develop their
craft. The modul-dance project offered
the flexibility and mobility for the actual
generation of European dance artists
to meet with their peers and created
the conditions for their live exchange,
nurturing and building a large community
who will “move” forwards.
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Guy Cools
dance dramaturge

Although today we work remotely through
technologies, meeting face-to-face and
personally getting to know the partners
never fails. They all have the same role
and receive the same consideration as far
as the project management is concerned,
but always adapting to the circumstances
of each of them, their resources and
possibilities.
Amélie Louys
modul-dance project manager

Modul-dance has been a unique
opportunity for choreographers, not only
to do research, produce and present their
new work, but also to do this as “local”
artists in a “global” world. In our global
world (Google Earth) we have access
to every imaginable place, by Internet,
CNN, social media and whatever. This
is enriching for artists but at the same
time it is accessible for everybody… which
makes it uniform and there is the danger
of a loss of identity.
But when the local is combined with the
global we have the Global Artist! An Artist
from a specific place with specific roots,
who is interested in another, local cultural
environment. Not only from a distance,
but also living and working there for a
short period. Then the global becomes
local again and contributes to the identity
of the artist and his work.
Marc Vlemmix
artistic director at Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg
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I must say that “insisting” on one project
for two years and defying the normal
time-conditioned production modes
proved to be very fruitful. However, I had
some issues with it; extending a project
to two years, with a residency every
five or six months, seriously affects the
continuity. My personal practice already
incorporates involvement with a specific
project for a longer period of time, so
sustaining the focus and engagement
with the subject is not a problem. On
a purely practical, infrastructural level,
however, the project grows and changes
through time and the venues cannot
always meet these new requirements that
emerge from one’s development.

What I find interesting in the first place
in the modul-dance programme is the
opportunity to present new propositions
and new artists to the audience, which we
might never have done without it, such
as Eugénie Rebetez, Ioannis Mandafounis
& May Zarhy, Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz and
Qudus Onikeku...
Sandrine Teste
general secretary and communication
at CDC Toulouse

Modul-dance is a tangible demonstration
of the importance of collaboration and
networking to enable optimization of
projects through the generosity of the
different partners and the spirit of joint
venture. That is why we seek alliances and
travelling companions during the creation
of a consistent and strong European
network serving the dance and movement
arts.

As I Iook back on my modul-dance
experience, and attempt to measure
the result my participation has had on
the work, there are of course lots of
interesting and fruitful moments that
come to mind. But I also wonder about
how the participating artists affect
the partners and modul-dance as an
organization. This remains a mystery to
me. And although it was an enriching
experience to develop my piece Tundra in
new, unfamiliar places, the question of
“what next” will not leave my mind.
Emma Martin
selected artist in 2012

To improve modul-dance we need to talk
about the network and how artists could
be part of the invention and the creation
of a system. I think that we are able to
find ideas based on our experiences and
talk deeply about what artists need and
what might be the solution. My hope is
that we will all keep on thinking about the
system, to improve it and make it better
for artists to come.
Perrine Valli
selected artist in 2010
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Pepe Zapata
director of communications at Mercat
de les Flors Barcelona

Modul-dance encouraged Maison de la
Danse to develop its residency programme
policy. To open up its doors to both local
and European companies. Indeed, Maison
de la Danse had the opportunity to
welcome young European companies for
residencies at its rehearsal studio and to
accompany innovative artistic processes.
Subsequently, these companies were
co-produced and presented within the
Maison de la Danse’ programmes or at the
16th Biennale de la Danse.

Each time we host a modul artist, it’s
always special since it automatically
links the CDC with other dancehouses,
which is not usually the case with
other artists. Sharing experiences with
artists (we continue to collaborate with
some of them) and co-workers from
other dancehouses abroad was a step
forward. Hooman brought us genuine
smoked salmon from Norway and it
was very pleasant to host Anna Nowicka
from Poland and Mizar Martínez from
Spain during their carte blanche. The
dancehouse meetings were also an
opportunity to attend festivals I’d never
been to before and learn more about the
specific conditions in each country.
I started working for modul-dance at the
time of the selection meeting in 2011.
What I have noticed over time is how
the atmosphere of trust between the
partners has steadily improved. Topics for
discussion have emerged depending on
the needs, and while there is always some
opposition, which can also be understood
in terms of coherence, there has been a
degree of flexibility when making joint
decisions.
Mara Maso
modul-dance project assistant

Pethso Vilaisarn
executive production and mediation
at CDC Toulouse

The different modules in different centres
make for an interesting mesh.
Claude Ratzé
director at ADC Genève
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Benjamin Perchet
deputy programming manager at Maison
de la Danse Lyon

Leja Jurišić
Ballet of Revolt
© Petra Veber
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Kaori Ito
Island of no memories
© Pierre Jandaud

What has been wonderful for the dance
scene in Cyprus is that thanks to the EDN
network and modul-dance, dance artists
from all over the Europe have shown an
interest in coming and collaborating here,
strengthening the local arts and dance
scene through these exchanges. It feels
like the beginning.
European programmes are not easy
to manage. Very bureaucratic. But we
are getting there slowly in spite of all
the technocracy. What we now need
in Cyprus is to strengthen our position
in the network, developing it further
by obtaining better funding for the
dance infrastructure in Cyprus via the
dancehouse model. What we need, all in
all, is to gain enough political influence
through the EDN and modul-dance
networks to obtain proper funding as an
infrastructure of major significance for the
arts and culture on the island.

Francesc Casadesús
modul-dance project leader
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The modul-dance website was very
neat. It was very easy and helpful when
looking for information about the artists,
projects, dates, video material and so on,
which I could link up with and share on
our website, Facebook and newsletter,
especially when it came to very young,
almost unknown artists (e.g. when Emma
Martin was in residency).
Claire Joulé
archives and webmaster at CDC Toulouse

Dance is an interactive art form
situated on the fluid frontiers of the
performing arts of contemporary theatre,
contemporary music and the visual arts,
and this is where beyond the barriers of
language there is a truly an art for the
future, for exchange all over Europe.
Arianna Economou
director at Dance Gate Lefkosia Cyprus
Modul-dance meant a lot of work for me
(files, supporting documents…) but it was
worth it. At our dancehouse I discovered
new artists from every part of Europe,
with a wide range of aesthetics. I was
particularly impressed by the work of
Hooman Sharifi, and also by the research
carried out by Cie. Shonen/Eric Minh
Cuong Castaing with a group of young
children and new technologies.
Armande Motais
administrative assistant at CDC Toulouse
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When the project started we didn’t have
space for residencies until Graner opened,
which has linked up internationally with
this project and the resident artists, who
have new opportunities to meet artists from
abroad and vice-versa.

Inside modul-dance I’ve experienced
professional trust in what I do. The way
the whole network supports the artists
involved and how the institutions offer
their knowledge and spaces to artists is a
manifestation of the trust the institutions
have in each other and, through that, in
the represented artists.

I started working on the project right at
the beginning, when it was just an idea
on paper. First, it was necessary to get to
know all the partners. What I found very
interesting was seeing how dancehouses
so different from each other in terms of
facilities, staff and financial resources are
able to cooperate with one voice, all of
them contributing something different
to the artists and partners and the whole
project. For me this has provided decisive
added value for the development of
modul-dance.

Emma-Cecilia Ajanki (The Mob)
selected artist in 2012

Amélie Louys
modul-dance project manager

Modul-dance brings people together
to collaborate and work together over
a period of four to five years. This time
allows us to get to know each other better.
And over time, trust builds up through
that collaboration.

Though starting out from distant
cultures and aesthetics, the “collective
thinking” that we strongly supported
during these four years – passing through
“areas” of rethinking, reformulating and
understanding – ended up by clarifying
and strengthening individual voices; it led
to sustainable choices and built long-term
relations.
Penelope Iliaskou
artistic director at The Isadora & Raymond
Duncan Dance Centre Athens
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Goran Bogdanovski
artistic advisor for modul-dance at Kino
Šiška Ljubljana

Liz Roche
Body and Forgetting
© Andrew O’Toole
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loscorderos
ULTRAinnocence
© rojobarcelona
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First modul-dance conference:
The Active Spectator
2010, Madrid [ES]
Under the general title of The Active Spectator, the first modul-dance conference coincided
with the celebration of the third MOV-S event organised by the Mercat de les Flors to open
up a space for international exchange in the world of Dance and the Movement Arts. The
conference was held at the Reina Sofía National Museum and Art Centre (MNCARS) in Madrid
from 10 to 13 June 2010 and was attended by about four hundred professionals from the
performing arts sector.
The aim of this conference was to explore the reality of today’s publics: how the spectators’
experience can be enriched by passing from a passive to an emancipated role, determined
to take the centre stage in their relationship with the artists. Closely involving the spectators
in the work of the artists, as a way of giving a greater number of people access to artistic
creation, is an unexplored path in the world of the arts, particularly in dance.

Conferences

The factors that make the spectators active participants, able to recognise and also fully
appreciate the value of the contemporary performing arts, are linked to knowledge and
interaction with the artists. Moreover, in many cases it is the creative activity of the
spectators or their community that really constitutes the artistic work. On the other hand,
to better understand the spectator it must be taken into consideration that nowadays
participation is not limited by physical distances, nor is it limited to predetermined times,
and for this reason networks and communities have adapted to arrive at unusual forms,
dimensions and domains.

The themes discussed in the plenary sessions and by the working groups were The Viewer
as an Active Individual (collaborative practices, processes of empowerment and mass
choreographies) and Networks and Community (creating in the community, virtual social
networks and street cultures). The conference counted on the participation of various
national and international theorists, renowned cultural managers and artists such as Bertram
Müller, Suely Rolnik, Olga de Soto, Bojana Kunst, Eduardo Bonito, Germana Civera, Hans Tino,
Natacha Melo, Palle Granhøj, José Luis Rivero, Lia Rodrigues, Dieter Jaenicke, Jordi Cortés
and Claudia Galhos.
In addition, various tours of Madrid were organised to discover several city’s institutions. The
conference was rounded off by an artistic programme featuring twenty artists including Sol
Picó, Daniel Abreu, Israel Galván, Sonia Gómez and Pere Faura.
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Artists, managers of art centres, programmers and institutions all consider attracting
spectators and increasing their number a priority. Unfortunately, this task often fails to
produce results if the purest style of classic marketing is used as the approach to audience
development. The decision to establish another kind of relationship with the public based on
another kind of performing arts breaks new unexplored ground.

The Active Spectator
vibria.cat / CC-by-nc-sa
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The Active Spectator
vibria.cat / CC-by-nc-sa

The Active Spectator
vibria.cat / CC-by-nc-sa
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The Active Spectator
vibria.cat / CC-by-nc-sa

Second modul-dance conference:
Dance/Body at the Crossroads of Cultures
2011, Nicosia [CY]
The second modul-dance conference was organised by Dance Gate Lefkosia Cyprus in Nicosia
and was hosted by the University of Nicosia and its Dance Programme from 16 to 18 June
2011. The events of the first day took place on the university premises. In later days the
conference moved to Kastelliotissa Medieval Hall, in the old part of Nicosia.
Dance/Body at the Crossroads of Cultures was a celebration of multicultural meetings
of representatives from different parts of the world, sharing dance and body as their
common loci. Everyday life, artistic creation and academic research came together in an
interdisciplinary dialogue. Internationally acclaimed theorists and practitioners discussed
their latest inquiries into dance and the thinking body. Contemporary dance was discussed
as a powerful art form that helps to understand the state of the world today as well as our
role in it. The theme, location, timing, collaborating institutions and the discursive modes
of the conference corroborated Cyprus’ valuable contribution and potential as a partner in
international networks.
The conference took place in Nicosia, a place of contrasts and a hub of constant transformation and exchanges, in close proximity to the Middle East, often a zone of crisis and
conflict but also of reconciliation and fertile cultural exchange. Through presentations
of academic papers, performances, and informal exchanges during walks and meals, the
conference brought to the fore key issues of identity, division and transformation; and
connected philosophical and theoretical discourse with the language of practice through
inter-arts approaches.
The conference sought to provide an opportunity to bridge the gap between creative people
who had been kept apart for several decades by the dividing line on the island and it was also
an occasion for international and local artists to suggest ways of creating shared experiences
in performance.
The three-day conference counted on the participation of seventy people including artists and
theorists from Cyprus, Greece, the United Kingdom and Israel, together with the modul-dance
partners.

Rustom Bharucha gave a plenary lecture entitled Reconfiguring the Politics of Interculturality
in Body/Dance, in which he problematized some of the assumptions on exchanges between
cultures, focusing on the politics of touch in post-apartheid and caste-bound societies, and
The Active Spectator
vibria.cat / CC-by-nc-sa
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Plenary lectures were given by Rustom Bharucha and Guy Cools.

In the lecture We Are All Carriers: On the Notions of Identity, Territory, Nomadism and Home in
Contemporary Dance, Guy Cools, referenced John Berger’s account of the Palestinian Diaspora
and the work of Cypriot anthropologists Yiannis Papadakis and Lisa Dikomitis to focus on
the 20th and 21st century and contemporary dance practice, an individual artistic identity
(a body) and how it is basically a nomadic one in which the crossing of borders towards the
other is one of its formative actions and points of anchorage.
Conference consultancy was provided by the Centre for Intercultural Performance Practice,
University of Exeter, UK.
The artistic programme included performances by Julia Brendle, Eleni Drogari, Natalie Heller,
Stavros Stavrou Karayanni, Feargus Ó Conchúir and Sharona Florsheim.

Third modul-dance conference:
Ethics is Aesthetics? For an Ecology of the Arts of both
Environment and Body
2012, Tilburg [NL]
The third modul-dance conference was an international symposium that took place from 2
to 4 October in Tilburg. It was directed by Guy Cools, dramaturge at Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg and associate lecturer at Arts in Society, Fontys College of the Arts.
The 21st century is well on its way and the political, economic and climatic panoramas are
changing drastically.
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What kind of questions and challenges does this pose for the artist? Are one’s creative
dilemmas and questions primarily ethical or aesthetic? Being obliged to manage one’s own
career, how much space and time is left for the creative process? How should one situate
oneself within the arts economy and market?
The answers to many of these questions seem to have an ecological component that deals
both with the body and its environment. An ecology of the arts as a potential answer to
art’s neo-liberal flirtation with big capital; an answer to its post-Fordian embrace of extreme
flexibility and mobility that celebrates the international and the global; an answer to the way
its transgressive nature has sometimes led to physical (self-)abuse.

These issues were raised and tackled by a number of keynote speakers, including the Dutch
art critic and curator Anna Tilroe, who opened the conference, and the American philosopher
Richard Shusterman, whose somaesthetics provided the philosophical framework.
Artists such as the Belgian performance artist Benjamin Verdonck, the Dutch dance
dramaturge Robert Stein and Dutch choreographer Frans Poelstra, the American choreographer Sara Wookey, the American theatre director Kathelin Gray, the Canadian poet Nancy
Huston and theatre and film director Denise Kenney offered personal accounts of how they
confront and deal with these issues in their creative practice.
A theoretical follow-up to this conference is provided by the book The Ethics of Art: Ecological
Turns in the Performing Arts, edited by Guy Cools and Pascal Gielen, and published in 2014.
Some of the conference texts were re-worked for this publication, which also include specially
written essays.
The event also hosted performances, presenting works mainly by international choreographers
who have been part of the modul-dance project (Itamar Serussi and Ben Duke/Lost Dog,
among others) and offering them the chance to present their work to a larger, international
audience. Local artists included De Movers, Katja Heitmann and Anastasia Schwarzkopf.
The conference, attended by around seventy people amongst selected artists, partners and the
local public was preceded by a modul-dance meeting where a first evaluation of the project
was made at this half way point in its existence. It was followed by the Dutch Dance Days
Festival in Maastricht, organised from 5 to 7 October by Danshuis Station Zuid Tilburg, The
Research Institute, Arts in Society at the Fontys College of the Arts in Tilburg, Tilburg Dansstad
and modul-dance in conjunction with the SPA.M research centre at Ghent University.

Fourth modul-dance conference:
What do you want to share with others?
2013, Düsseldorf [DE]
Three years after the start of the project the dancehouse managers and selected artists met
up at the Tanzhaus NRW in Düsseldorf on 4, 5 and 6 September 2013 to celebrate the fourth
conference of the project.
Titled What do you want to share with others? the conference contents emerged from the idea
of a space where the artists would be invited to develop together, if they so wished, the final
programme.
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he questioned whether bodies can transgress the strictures of political identity determined by
the State.

The conference opened with a joint cooking session involving all the participants and lead
by the artist Coraline Lamaison and chef Pierre-Yves Lamaison. The more than one hundred
conference participants shared a cooking space where they prepared the subsequent
welcome dinner, which included a joint celebration organised by Antje Pfundtner.
Yoga sessions and morning warm-up exercises, followed by plenary sessions during which
the daily agenda was presented and discussed, resulted in some thirty artists and partners’
proposals. These included lectures, thematic discussion panels, roundtables, presentations
of working methods, workshops, visits to the local modul-dance selected artists (Ben J.
Riepe and Alexandra Waierstall) studios, spontaneous artistic improvisations and an ongoing forum.
The programme was rounded off by a programme curated by Tanzhaus NRW and with
performances given by modul-dance artists. Jurij Konjar, Anne Juren, Patricia Apergi/Aerites
Dance Company and The Loose Collective presented their work.

What do you want to share with others?
© Andreas Endemann
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The open, undirected format of the conference generated a relaxed, shared space, with a
rapport among all the participants, on equal terms, which opened up new perspectives of
networking and international collaboration and represented a step forward in building a
community and a clear innovation in the organisation of project meetings.

What do you want to share with others?
© Andreas Endemann
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What do you want to share with others?
© Andreas Endemann

Fifth modul-dance conference:
Engaging audiences
2013, Stockholm [SE]

Sixth modul-dance conference:
Conversations
2014, Barcelona [ES]

Engaging Audiences took place between 5 and 6 December 2013 and coincided with the first
Dans <3 Stockholm contemporary dance festival. The two-day conference organized by
Dansens Hus was an opportunity to draw inspiration and share ideas and knowledge about
how to work on audience engagement. It focused on the performing arts but also included
other cultural fields, with a view to both the present and the future.

Once again, the selected artists and partners met up to share three days of dialogue. On this
occasion Graner, Fàbrica de Creació, a space managed by Mercat de les Flors in Barcelona,
hosted what would be the closing conference of the project.

Anne Torreggiani, from the Audience Agency in the UK, focused on the challenge and barriers
of building new publics and how British companies innovate to overcome them.
Freedom for Whom? was the title of the lecture offered by Katrine Winkelhorn, director of the
Master programme in Culture and Media Production at Malmö University. She questioned
whether audience empowerment could be a limitation on artistic freedom and vice versa.
The dance and media artist and researcher Marlon Barrios talked about how the digital
media promise to increase participation, the possibilities of developing a collaborative digital
project and its requirements, and the artist Tove Sahlin shared her experience and methods in
practice in open shake sessions.
The ethnologist and social researcher Jakob Wenzer proposed a reflection on the concept of
neurodiversity brought to dance and art, while the cultural managers Annika Sigfridsson and
Ted Hesselbom offered their stories of unavoidable and even necessary failure.
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The programme also included two panel discussions: one about the choice of channels and
the communication of art and artists, and a second focused on the concept of inclusion in
cultural policy: who is everybody? And is it really necessary to include everybody?
The artistic programme accompanying the conference was part of the modul-dance festival
Dans <3 Stockholm and included performances by the following selected artists: The Loose
Colletive, Marcos Morau/La Veronal, An Kaler, Alexandra Waierstall and David Wampach. The
French artist Julia Cima also offered a work-in-progress showing of his project, Cold Blood.
Other shows included were presented by the Cullberg Ballet, Björn Säfsten, Juli Reinartz, Ingri
Fiksdal and Malin Elgán.

Among other activities, the artists Emma Martin and Arno Schuitemaker led joint discussions
on issues related to creation in dance, while Eric Minh Cuong Castaing gave a talk on his work
in the digital environment. Jurij Konjar, Fearghus Ó Conchúir, May Zarhy, Alexander Gottfarb
and Daniel Abreu, who shared a workspace during the four days prior to the conference,
presented this activity to the rest. Goran Bogdanovski offered a training workshop, Roberto
Fratini focused on dramaturgy as a phenomenological gesture, and Ben Duke presented an
excerpt from his new solo.
Part of the programming was intended to strengthen the connection between the international project and the local creative network, with guided tours of Barcelona at the hand of
local artists, who accompanied the participants on different walks through the city streets.
The conference coincided with the start of the third Sâlmon< modul-dance festival. Selected
artists who presented shows included loscorderos, Jefta van Dinther and Mala Kline. Other local
artists with creative processes linked to Graner and included in the programme were Aimar Pérez
Galí and Manuel Rodríguez.
Under the title Conversations, this last conference served as a space to encourage the exchange
of ideas and methodologies and share affinities. It was a space for dialogue between artists and
directors of dancehouses, traveling companions during the project, which led to deeper and
stronger relationships and sustained the existing discussions, leaving the door open to possible
future collaborations.
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A combination of keynote speakers, workshops, discussions and networking tackled issues
concerning the building of new dance audiences. The conference was attended by around
one hundred national and international participants.

Taking as a model the successful experience of the conference in Düsseldorf in 2013, this
meeting took place between 27 and 29 November 2014 and closed modul-dance. It was
attended by some eighty people and also used a format open to proposals from
the participants.

Conversations
© Lluís Gutiérrez
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Conversations
© Lluís Gutiérrez
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When asked to write reflections on a project it is impossible for to resist diving into the
personal, but as they say ”there is no view from nowhere”. So beginning with my own journey
through this programme.
I came to it late as I only took up my position in Copenhagen March 2011 and much had
been decided and I must confess it took a little while to understand the mechanics of the
programme and how it worked. The objectives and formatting with modules was very clear
and made instant sense to me, after many years in dance making and presenting.
Over the time span of this programme I shared many performances with my colleagues and
afterwards we shared our opinions about these performances sometimes long into the night.
It is these shared experiences that have formed bonds between people, that will last long
after the projects conclusion in November 2014. I would even suggest I have made some real
friends, fellow professionals who I admire and respect, most of them younger than me, but
these days that is not difficult. We have developed other independent collaborations, beyond
the scope of modul-dance and intend to continue developing projects and ideas together.

By Bush Hartshorn

artistic director at Dansehallerne Copenhagen

For me an absolutely stand out effect that the programme has had on our organization
Dansehallerne has been hosting the residency module. There was no history of artist
residency at Dansehallerne, which in my opinion has led to an increased isolation of not only
the dance community but also the audience. A situation a small country on the geographical
edge of Europe can ill afford. The presence of the modul-dance artists has awakened a desire
for more contact. Resulting in launching and fundraising for a series of artist residencies in
Dansehallerne and a Danish artist going in the opposite direction. We are developing this
model beyond Europe making exchanges with Chile and Australia.

Finally and by far the greatest benefit modul-dance brought to me was exposure and
knowledge of fifty-two European artists actively making work. Then being able to follow their
process to watch and care about their development, spend time with them, get to know
them has been a real privilege. Education and training establishments throughout Europe are
producing thousands of hopefuls annually. It is vital for the development of the real talents
amongst them to have programmes like modul-dance to aspire to. It is of great value to have
well informed colleagues who are able to bring the best of these to our attention. Artistic
directors, festival programmers and the like are daily bombarded with unsolicited mail, snail
and electronic, demanding our attention. It is these programmes that provide peace from the
clamour and allow us to, in my opinion forge stronger and longer lasting collaborations.
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Then closer to home; in Copenhagen we have remodeled how we use our laboratory
space. Placing a strong emphasis on exchange within our own institution. With over thirty
employees it can be very difficult to engage some parts of the organization and its artistic
activities, for example the stereotype of the accounts department. With more of a sense
of “residence” we really hope to introduce each other, to each other and promote a better
understanding of each others roles and functions in cultural provision.

Magali Milian & Romuald Luydlin / La Zampa
Spekies
© Alain Scherer
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Luca Silvestrini / Protein
Border Tales
© Jane Hobson
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Exchange
Modul-dance created very fertile ground
to plant and nourish different forms of
exchange. It facilitated the exchange of
artistic and human values, constructive
questions, inspiring insights, impressions
and opinions, knowledge. The exchanges
worked at several, crosscutting levels
connecting dance artists, audiences,
professionals and communities, providing
different perspectives and developing
awareness about the impact dance
projects can have on society and their
potential value for society.

I find it harder to establish an easy-going
relation with the programmer than with
other artists but within the modul-dance
network it all happened in a relaxed way.
I guess this is because the rules were very
clear: it was all about matching.
Agata Maszkiewicz
selected artist in 2012

There is no doubt that the exchange
of ideas and interactions with both
artists and presenters/houses has had a
significant influence on my work as well
as on my view of the diversity of dance in
Europe.
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Tina Tarpgaard
selected artist in 2010

Having a network of twenty European
dancehouses available would be a dream
come true for many artists. Especially if
the network is designed to communicate
amongst the network partners, who
together with the artists are interested
in how to use and enrich this network
with artistic work, processes, etc. in a way
that is fruitful for exchange and where
dissemination is guaranteed.
Artists are constantly building networks
through their work and their way of
working. What a treat for them if there
could be one “new” network partner,
which is actually a partner that hosts
twenty dancehouses!!!!! If you enter such
a network with this idea and you only
stay with three partners while you are
there, and maybe with only one after the
whole time of “officially“ being part of the
network, something clearly did not work.
Antje Pfundtner
selected artist in 2012
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Roberto Casarotto
international dance projects at Centro
per la Scena Contemporanea Bassano del
Grappa

The essential point in the development
of a project involves the broadening of its
dissemination with the aim to confront
different cultures and outlooks.

By giving a piece a European itinerary, the
project is revealed.
The choreographic piece becomes a prism
through which highly diverse spectators
cast their gaze.
Fabrice Lambert
selected artist in 2011

This experience has vastly influenced my
“positioning” in the broadest sense of the
word, even thinking of it as a part of my
vocabulary when reflecting on my work.
It tested the extent of my permeability
– how, when and for what purpose I was
exposing my artistic process intentionally
or unintentionally and it added sparks to
my already kindled desire to have a future
opportunity to be part of a closer artistic
community, where the flow of exchange
is the motor, curiosity the fuel, and
integration and support the destination.
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Lili M
selected artist in 2012

The most interesting meeting for me
was Lyon. There were not so many of us
and I was able to meet people in a small
group. It was very positive also because
it was clear that the goal was to present
my work: I went to talk about my work
and some people were available to talk
to me. The conference in Tilburg was also
interesting. There were a few more people
but not too many and there was further
even deeper contact with other artists and
partners. The lectures were interesting
and also the panels allowing time to
speak about the good and bad sides to
my participation on the project. In the
conference in Düsseldorf I lost the thread.
For me it was too big and the subject,
“what do you want to share”, was, for me,
far-removed from the reality of what we
really need to speak about.
Perrine Valli
selected artist in 2010

Being small is quite simply not
thinking big.
Denying the existence of the dual centreperiphery model means not contributing
to its disappearance. There are those
who exist, those who have money and
power, and there are others, small and
in debt. There’s no point in disguising it,
what matters is to stimulate difference,
enjoy what can be complementary and
enriching, and recognize that “power” is
not always where it seems to be.
Modul-dance allowed us to strengthen
the conviction that the power of the
dance depends essentially on the way
we understand dance, and also on the
honesty and integrity with which we work,
and not on the “beauty” of the numbers.
José Laginha
artistic director at DeVIR/CAPa Faro
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Europe offers a diversity of ways of
receiving a work.

I had some great exchanges with
some artists on the programme. The
time I spent and the on-going open
communication I have with some of them
is due to this programme. It is very nice
to see how people have developed since
we met. Without this programme I would
not know most of those people and their
work.
Ioannis Mandafounis
selected artist in 2011

I very often had the feeling that the
project served more for partners to
network and make connections with other
and think about how to produce new
shows in an international context rather
than for artists to connect.
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Ben J. Riepe
selected artist in 2010

The type of exchanges that take place
in these informal situations often have
a more lasting effect than ones that
are scheduled and formatted such as
studio sharings. I did some of those too.
Studio sharings can often be daunting
experiences: the stripped back, brightly
lit environment, an audience of peers and
the perceived expectation of the work
one is about to see, which is often in an
embryonic stage, and within the moduldance context some of these residencies
took place up to a year prior to the
production. But there is value for both
sides in all of these formal and informal
situations. For me that value lies in insight
or glimpses. Only by meeting people we
wouldn’t usually come into contact with
can we gain insight into lives, experiences
and stories of others in unfamiliar places
and equally we see ourselves from another
perspective.

Of course anyone can travel and enjoy
new acquaintances and experiences. But
in this context the artist’s mind is already
pregnant with their work, and so these
exchanges are experienced through a filter
of preoccupation. Those moments are
eternally connected to the process, and
whether I like or not, they have probably
stitched themselves into the larger
invisible tapestry of the work.
Emma Martin
selected artist in 2012
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What is the value of exchange, for
me, and those I’m exchanging with?
Is it useful or is it just a sort of polite
courtesy when we come into contact
with others? It’s conversation, listening,
answering, watching, showing, telling,
communicating, interacting. I ask myself
this as I look back on my modul-dance
research trips and residencies. There were
many different types of exchanges during
these trips, both inside and outside the
studio. My partners were very proactive
in arranging informal meetings with local
artists and people from other fields.
I engaged with historians, story-tellers,
traditional musicians and dancers,
academics, dance artists, school children,
university students, a male choir, a family
who travel around Europe in a Yurt
singing and dancing with home-made
instruments and a few other modul-dance
artists.

Exchanging and participating were not
the only aims of the project; there were
and still are more important aims, such as
cooperation and implementation.
Selection meetings were for me intensive
short periods where we compressed the
work that should be done in a minimum
of one week into a couple of days.
And besides that, we saw a few dance
performances every night, and all this
in between updating each other on our
work, plans... we had a great time and
lots of fun! It was like coming to a family
gathering two or three times per year.

Mitja Bravhar
assistant manager for management and
finance at Kino Šiška Ljubljana

Claude Ratzé, the director of ADC Genève,
invited me to join the modul-dance
project in 2011. Thanks to him, I got
the chance to meet immediately the
programmers from all the dancehouses
that are members of that project. It
facilitated contact a lot and allowed me
to be part of a network rather than being
an isolated artist trying to find partners.
Modul-dance provided a concrete
framework for the production of my piece
and it was much easier to reach out to
programmers for collaboration.

Goran Bogdanovski
artistic advisor for modul-dance at Kino
Šiška Ljubljana

Modul-dance helped me to develop
a better network for proximity and
communication with producers, helping
in this way towards tours and visibility.
It was a great tool for discussions and for
getting to know people behind the scenes
and connect with all the administrative
aspects of the work.
Ioannis Mandafounis
selected artist in 2011
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Eugénie Rebetez
selected artist in 2011

Marie-Caroline Hominal
Froufrou
© Clive Jenkins
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Mala Kline
Eden
© Matija Lukić

Exchange is a very strong point of
the network. Not only supporting
dissemination of performances and
mobility of artists (meeting local
communities, having access to knowledge
and archives etc), the network also
strongly affects employees of partner
institutions. Thanks to meetings with
communication managers I gained lots
of knowledge. Sharing experiences and
exchanging good practices is an important
added value in the project. I was also very
pleased that I could use carte blanche
to visit Dansens Hus in Stockholm and
participate in the Engaging Audiences
conference.

For the audiences modul-dance put some
kind of “quality label” on my work. It
was a great opportunity to discover new
artists emerging in Europe and their wide
range of different points of view, from
the humour of Eugénie Rebetez to the
political commitment of Hooman Sharifi.
The work of Eric Minh Cuong Castaing
involving a group of children led to new
contacts and a new public whom
I continue to work with.
Marion Moulin
public relations at CDC Toulouse

Mikołaj Maciejewski
production coordinator (performative
program) at Art Stations Foundation
Poznań

From our point of view, the modul-dance
conferences were an essential component
of the programme. They provided us
with the opportunity to share ideas and
knowledge with other artists and to
present ourselves within an international
network. Throughout, we were perceived
as a part of an international artistic
community.

The meeting in Barcelona, in November
2012, was the first occasion when we
really understood the dimensions of
this network. It was surprising to see
the variety of artists, programmers and
their specific projects/contexts of action.
Although big in scale, the meeting seemed
to have the right balance of formality
and informality for an actual exchange
to happen, and we were caught up by its
intensity and the way everyone was keen
to make it significant and useful.
Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz
selected artists in 2012
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Angie Hiesl & Roland Kaiser
selected artists in 2012

It has been a privilege to be supported by
the partners I was connected to for the
research and creation of my work. They
gave it a warm welcome and supported
it without an agenda. This was a very
appealing and desirable kind of trust and
collaboration that led to the exploration of
the unknown and a willingness to share in
the development of I is an Other during its
different stages.

As modul-dance artists we have gained
access to networks and we have been able
to establish a great number of contacts,
from which we will doubtless benefit far
into the future and far beyond the lifetime
of our project, which has been supported
by modul-dance.
Angie Hiesl & Roland Kaiser
selected artists in 2012

From my perspective modul-dance has
been a great introduction to artists and
their work across Europe. I found it
particularly inspiring to meet up with my
colleagues in relation to residencies or
research modules, through the respective
“hosts” or dancehouses. I found the
meetings in an informal work atmosphere
generous and inspiring.
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Tina Tarpgaard
selected artist in 2010

Interaction was one of the most difficult
points. This subject is a very hard one.
Already when we know people very well
it is hard to interact on a deep level. In
this case I have to say that I did not find
that modul-dance helped me to interact
(of course I am talking about interacting
artistically) more than what I am used
to, or with new people. We should as a
community find new ways or contexts
to be able to do this. Even so, I’m not
sure it can work in general since it takes
many years and is very hard to find such a
match in one’s artistic life. So let’s say that
my comment has to be understood more
generally rather than specifically referring
to this programme.
Ioannis Mandafounis
selected artist in 2011
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Arno Schuitemaker
selected artist in 2012

I appreciated the fact that we met
everybody personally in Barcelona
because it helped the communication
process to become smoother and more
direct without any bureaucratic nonsense
or stiff protocols. It was honestly a great
relief and this “humane” aspect of the
whole production process was what
I appreciated the most.

As we are a collective with no director or
choreographer, our work benefits a lot
from sharing rehearsals in a variety of
contexts in order to get feedback. In every
artist-in-residence period we did informal
showings where different audiences would
inform the process with their questions
and commentaries. Instead of working
with a dramaturge, we had motivated and
critical audience exchanges during our
process. Once the work was done, it was
very satisfying to present it at the venues
where we had already been rehearsing
and where the exchange with the local
community had taken place. Informal
showings are also a smart way of building
up audiences for the performances.

Agata Maszkiewicz
selected artist in 2012

The Loose Collective
selected artist in 2011

The meetings were too intensive and
compressed into a short period. We
should have spent more time on selection
and discussion.
Mitja Bravhar
assistant manager for management and
finance at Kino Šiška Ljubljana

Another aspect is that it was interesting
for me to be able to present my work in
contexts that were unfamiliar to me, and
where in most cases I didn’t have a lot of
contact with the local scene beforehand.
I was happy about the experience of being
with local artists who were interested
in my work and that there was an
atmosphere that prompted easy feedback
and meetings.
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An Kaler
selected artist in 2012

Maud Le Pladec
DEMOCRACY
© Konstantin Lipatov
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Marcos Morau / La Veronal
Siena
© Jesús Robisco
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Dance Ireland hosted two think tanks in DanceHouse in 2010 and 2012. Both were valuable
sharing experiences and offered us unique opportunities to reflect, question and engage
with an eclectic group of artists from Ireland, from within the modul-dance family and other
international artists that we were interested in bringing to Dublin.
Both think tanks were curated; Mary Nunan (Why Solo So?) and Elisabetta Bisaro (Why Text
in Dance?). Open to peers and colleagues, both attracted small but interested audiences,
and combined keynote presentations, artist-led discussions, audience Q&A and studio
presentations of work, in various states of development, from extracts to work-in-progress to
fully finished dances.
Embracing our literary tradition, we commissioned essays to accompany each think tank –
everyone is going solo, together (Jeffrey Gormly) was published to coincide with Why Solo So? and
Dancing Beyond Words (Mary Kate Connolly) coincided with Why Text in Dance?

Think tanks
By Paul Johnson

chief executive at Dance Ireland Dublin

These essays provided a stimulus and an Irish context from which each think tank could
develop and helped the curator focus themselves in devising the think tank. In addition, they
also enabled us to extend our reach beyond DanceHouse and the Dance Ireland family and
as a legacy – a hardcopy, they are something to read and re-read, long after the lights have
gone out and the chairs put away. Even today we notice that new and returning visitors to
DanceHouse, pick them up and browse and even sometimes take them away… in total we
commissioned five essays over the life-time of modul-dance.

Not only did they provide stimulating moments of creative and challenging encounters,
discussions, new connections, new ideas and new learning – these think tanks provided
reassurance – that what Dance Ireland is doing is ok, interesting… and of relevance… that
while the Irish dance sector sometimes fixates on its island status and peripheral location,
we are part of the modul-dance family and all that that means…
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So on paper, all our boxes were ticked; however it is not so simple or easy to explain –
reflecting as I write now on these think tanks from a distance provides an opportunity to
highlight their importance to our on-going development as a resource for the professional
dance sector in Ireland but also how instrumental they are/were in the development of Dance
Ireland and DanceHouse.

Patricia Apergi / Aerites Dance Company
Planites
© Andreas Endermann
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Perrine Valli
Je pense comme une fille enlève sa robe
© Dorothée Thébert
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By Joanna Leśnierowska

performing arts curator at Art Stations Foundation Poznań

“Art doesn’t need support. Artists do” is a motto of Art Stations Foundation. At the basis of
this statement lies a strong belief in a need for a highly personalized and empathic attitude
towards artists’ desires and needs, an urge for a deeper understanding of the project’s nature
and a strong will to provide customized conditions and resources leading to the most fruitful
artistic process and best possible fulfilment of the artists’ visions. However, the reality we
live in on a day-to-day basis does not always allow us to stay true to our dreams. There
again, as affirmed by John Lennon: A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream
together is reality. Despite the poetic and to a certain degree utopian flavour of this statement,
looking back on the modul-dance experience, at the project we first imagined and “dreamt
up together”, I can truly say we feel privileged and proud to be part of the pan-European
modul-dance team. This was a project we step-by-step, hand-in-hand, put together, begun
with lots of excitement, with expectations sometimes impossible to fulfil, and also with
fears (all linked to our inexperience at Art Stations Foundation because it was first European
project we had ever taken part in). Together we embarked on an exciting five-year journey to
realise our ideals. In the best possible way – which is for us learning by doing – we developed
collaborations and partnerships that not only enabled fifty-two fabulous artists to turn their
dreams into reality but also let us, the partners, share the best of ourselves and constantly
inspire each other by exchanging know-how, resources and visions that will last much longer
than the modul-dance project itself.
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For a country like Poland the possibility of participating in a project such as modul-dance
was a unique chance to break out of our isolation from the international dance community
and build a bridge through which both Polish and international artists can easily travel back
and forth and share exciting artistic experiences. For a small institution like the Art Stations
Foundation, it was also an opportunity to work with and learn from much bigger and much
more experienced dancehouses and build partnerships with the artists we believe in and
admire but probably could never support outside the frame of the project. Creating a selfsteering structure, like an ecosystem in which all its elements, the elephants and the ants,
play mutually important roles to provide a balance, seems to me (apart from artistic success)
one of modul-dance’s biggest achievements.

By Leja Jurišić and Petra Veber
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The Myth of Europe
and the Journey of Leja and Petra

In the land, where the river Nile runs into the sea, there lived a beautiful princess.
She grew up in flowering meadows, which garlanded her father’s castles.
And one fine day, while she was playing with the blossom of a bristling shrub, a bull
approached her. But this was not an ordinary bull.
The colour of his body was golden yellow. He had beautiful rippling neck muscles. His horns
were as sweet as pure gems, and his eyes glowed blue with desire.
When the princess noticed how tame the animal standing before her was, she took courage
and held up a bouquet of flowers to his foaming mouth.
The bull licked the flowers and her girlish hand. She wiped the froth from his mouth.
Started to stroke him.
Kissed him on his forehead, and got on his back. The pace of his strides with the girl on his
back was slow at first.
But when they were further away from the flowering meadows, the animal galloped off.
They passed at a breath-taking speed through the deserts, passed through oases, and even
faster they passed over the bare rocky slopes.
And before the girl was even able to grasp what had happened to her, the sea was already
rising in high foamy columns in front of them. The animal took just one leap and with its
quarry disappeared far into the sea.
In just a few minutes they drifted far away. They floated out to sea and soon began to
disappear over the horizon, where the bull was heading. As time went by, the animal became
more and more lost out at sea, which gradually turned from grey to rose red. The sea became
smooth and on its surface, mysterious, flaxen, oily stains spread, which seemingly reflected
the innocence of the starry sky.
For some time it felt like the night was coming to an end, and exactly at the moment when it
was at its darkest, they reached the shore.
Europe woke up from her state of ecstasy alone – lonely, but the morning sun was already
shining up in the sky.
From where have I come?
Death is not punishment enough for the sin of a virgin!
The depressed, forsaken girl struggled with suicidal thoughts yet she did not have the courage to die.
Then suddenly there was some whispering behind her back: “Europe, don’t be sad! Zeus was the
one who “kidnapped” you. Your name will become immortal! He has presented you with this other, new
part of the world, which from now on will be called Europe!”

Qudus Onikeku
STILL/life
© Sarah Hickson
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Pia Meuthen
SKIN
© August Swietkowiak
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Bertram Müller
founding member of Tanzhaus NRW
Düsseldorf and president of EDN
(until 2013)

My sensation is that, now, on a few
occasions when I’ve met colleagues in
different cities again, there’s an exchange
around parallel and differing trajectories,
an interest in what the other is involved
in and working on. I expect that there will
be even deeper exchanges coming in the
future.
An Kaler
selected artist in 2012

Modul-dance is a long-term development
process, building a platform for artists,
art forms, exchanges and mobility.
Furthermore, it is an important
development process for producers
and dancehouses. Over these years the
project developed strong and sustainable
connections that will not end this year.
Mitja Bravhar
assistant manager for management and
finance at Kino Šiška Ljubljana

An added value is the possibility of
meeting a wide range of different artists,
something that might not have been
easy otherwise. The proposals made by
the various directors of the dancehouses
provide an overview of the creative work
going on in their countries. And once you
come into contact with different artists
you find out how they are connected
to each other, how they establish local
partnerships. Participation in the project
lets you know which other partners share
common ground in order to develop new
projects in the future.
Marc Olivé
programmer at Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona
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The idea of using the four different
steps of art creation with their changing
focus from research to presentation as a
structural concept for inter-institutional
and cross-boarder cooperation was
brilliant! It made it possible to offer
artists the best possible facilities to serve
their individual needs and each step of
their creative process. It also taught the
partners how to use their differences for
the best benefit of emerging international
producers and performing artists. In
real practice this first modul-dance
cooperation was in several aspects not
perfect. It requires further development
of all details of the rather complex
format of cross-frontier communication.
Nevertheless, within a short time it
became a “branded” notion, a best
concept for effective inter-institutional
cooperation, which will continue to
exist as a European best practice model
that facilitates artists in their artistic
development and international visibility.

I hope the next step will be to share
efforts to build audiences. Let’s focus on
users, customers, citizens, communities,
people. Fortunately, what we share with
them appeals to their feelings, their
desires, their dreams, their aspirations.
We offer them unique, live, direct and
memorable experiences, indispensable
tools for building a shared European
universe together.

Now that modul-dance is coming to an
end we feel privileged to have been part
of it. It is clear that it isn’t just about the
time you spend in the network or the
obvious benefits of being supported by
it; it’s also about encouraging dialogue
and preparing the ground for future
collaborations.
Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz
selected artists in 2012
Mercat de les Flors would probably not
have organised a festival like Sâlmon<
without being part of the project. The idea
was originally to present young European
artists; then the need to present other
artists working locally emerged.

Eva Broberg
head of programming at Dansens Hus
Stockholm

We have managed to get the public
interested in new European talent,
including following the creative processes
and attending rehearsals, and the
audiences are now more open to aesthetic
variety and a more plural Europe.
We have stirred up curiosity and will
continue with the idea of “showing today’s
artists” at the festival after modul-dance
finishes.
Francesc Casadesús
modul-dance project leader
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My time in modul-dance has shown me
the importance of having a sustainable
and reliable network to make great
collaborations. These five years have given
us exactly that. They have also given us
the privilege of meeting and exchange
with artists in a new way that has been
very professional and at the same time
very convenient. In the end I think we
managed to break down some of the
hierarchy and smooth out the decisionmaking, which wouldn’t have been
possible without this long period of time
getting to know each other and building
up trust through modul-dance.

Pepe Zapata
director of communications at Mercat
de les Flors Barcelona

I joined the team of Art Stations
Foundation in January 2012. For almost
three years I had an opportunity to travel
and visit other network members as well
as to meet all the people from fellow
institutions involved in the project. During
this time we managed to get to know each
other. From my point of view, this resulted
in cooperation parallel to the network.
I can always ask other partners about
details of their productions, how they
resolve certain issues connected to the
presentation of shows, and this strongly
supports my everyday work. I really believe
that those new connections, based on
mutual trust, will last and help us all in
the future.

On reflection, I am not making very
different work as a result of my moduldance experience but I do feel encouraged
to be more myself and to stand behind
my own movement beliefs irrespective of
trends and fashions. I think I will better
understand the impact of the past three
years in maybe another three years but in
the meantime I am glad to have had the
experience and appreciate the effort made
by the organisation on my behalf.
Liz Roche
selected artist in 2011

Mikołaj Maciejewski
production coordinator (performative
program) at Art Stations Foundation
Poznań
The partnerships, exchanges, collaborations and transfers of knowledge within
modul-dance gave Maison de la Danse
a great chance to meet gifted artists
through the capacity and the high profile
of the other European partners. Sharing
ideas, practices and artistic expertise has
been very stimulating, creative and and
inspiring for us. Besides the undeniable
artistic enrichment, the Maison de la
Danse administrative and production
team learnt a lot from the project and
acquired new aptitudes.

In April 2013 in Toulouse, I had the
opportunity to attend a meeting of
communication managers from many
of the dancehouses participating in the
project. For hours we shared ideas and
ways of doing things and informed each
other about the realities of each context
in relation to communication. This
knowledge will prove invaluable when it
comes to keeping cooperation moving in
the future in the field of dance.
Sílvia González
modul-dance communication manager
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Benjamin Perchet
deputy programming manager at Maison
de la Danse Lyon

Dance organisations discovered artists
as much as artists discovered dance
organisations. Some of these connections
saw artists and dance organisations
grow together. Undoubtedly, new artistic
projects have developed and will develop
beyond modul-dance thanks to these
relations.

The project being carried out at the
Mercat de les Flors has quite close ties
with the modul-dance project in terms
of growth: our networks of relationships
prior to the project depended on the
EDN and the IDEE project, but we have
reorganised them on the basis of our
participation in modul-dance.

Elisabetta Bisaro
programme manager at Dance Ireland
Dublin (until May 2013)
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By its very nature, this programme threw
us directly into the “paws” of the directors
of the venues concerned, with whom we
couldn’t have imagined that we would be
dealing since we are little accustomed
to international commitments. This was
an aspect that was absolutely wonderful
(there is no other way to put it). But
modul-dance came to and end: What will
become of these opportunities to make
new acquaintances without the European
subsidies? Will we be falling back on
the long lists of unanswered e-mails or
will our future projects receive special
attention? In other words, are these
lasting relationships once outside the
modul-dance framework?
Magali Milian & Romuald Luydlin/
La Zampa
selected artists in 2011

The modul-dance artists proposed
by Maison de la Danse drew creative
inspiration from the meetings with some
other proposed artists. Discussions,
workshops and ateliers have been the
starting point for new research and
collaboration between them, not only
within the four-year project but also in the
future.
Benjamin Perchet
deputy programming manager at Maison
de la Danse Lyon
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Marc Olivé
programmer at Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona

Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz
Satellites
© S&V
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Tânia Carvalho
Icosahedron
© Margarida Dias
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ShortDanceFilms, traspassant la frontera entre gèneres (ShortDanceFilms, breaking down the frontier
between genres) is a travelling project consisting of dance programmes for the screen, a selection of short films created by dance choreographers and filmmakers from all over Europe
during the past fifteen years, which was offered to the dancehouses and schools taking part
in the modul-dance project.
A selection of works in which the organisers value not only the quality and excellence of the
audiovisual choreographies but also the fact that they all make a valuable contribution to the
renewal of contemporary screenwriting.

Film screenings
By Núria Font

dance film curator/NU2’s

For years we have used the label of videodance or cinedance to refer to the group of audiovisual works that have in common the body and movement, dance and/or choreography
as the factor that differentiates them from word-based narratives typical of fiction films.
We used to talk about genre, in allusion to the term used in the world of cinema. However,
a more careful and up-to-date reflection – observing from a general viewpoint the styles,
forms, techniques used, narrative intentions and aesthetic explorations – demands a review
of the idea of genre and perhaps the need to refer to videodance and cinedance as a set of
films and videos that have a common denominator that identifies them but that nonetheless
share similarities with other film genres and the visual arts. We are talking about short films
and video, visual poetry, animations and even thrillers.
The project was divided into two stages. The first (2011-2012) consisted of a retrospective
selection from the first ten years of the 21st century and featured eighteen titles grouped
under four headings that define them: Renewing audiovisual language though dance and the body
in movement; Thinking about choreographic movement for the camera; Watching dance as part of
the visual arts; New practices with new digital creation tools.

The dancehouses and schools involved in the presentation of this project have worked in
close cooperation with the organisers to decide on the number of pieces and programmes
according to their available space and time, the specific programming interests of each
centre and the context in which the screenings have been programmed.
During the four years of the project, the programmes, wholly or in part, have been projected
on fifteen occasions at venues in Germany, Ireland, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Slovenia, Cyprus
and England.
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In the second stage (2013-14) a selection was made following an international call to
participate and consists of works from 2010 onwards, twenty-four titles divided into five
thematic programmes: Nature; Hybrid territories; Explaining oneself though dance 1; Explaining
oneself through dance 2; and Poetics of reality.

The Loose Collective
The Old Testament According to The Loose Collective
© The Loose Collective
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The Mob
Baby it’s you not me
© Hanna Reidmar
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I remember the selection meeting in 2011. A programmer from a dancehouse said to me,
I’m too much like M. Stuart – a problem. I don’t know what he meant, really. I didn’t dare to ask.
But I think problems are desirable for they enable us to invent solutions. Anyway, moduldance was such a grand idea at the start, so I thought: why not propose a big project with
children and animals, which scared everyone away. Those interested in the proposal finally
said they couldn’t support such a big project. So the partners that supported me were people
who knew me from before, Goran at Kino Šiška, Mojca at Plesna Izba Maribor and Guy with
Mark. Later the Tilburg ship went down and Walter at Tanzquartier Wien jumped in to save
me. Thank you for that!

By Mala Kline
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selected artist in 2011

Now I am working on a new creation to be premiered in Autumn 2015. I don’t feel safer and
my working conditions are not more sustainable than before entering modul-dance. Perhaps
I feel less anonymous. At least I’m recognized as a problem, which is a good beginning. I still
tour with Eden. Occasionally one of the modul-dance venues gives me an opportunity to set
up my Garden with you. Thank you for that!
Finally modul-dance gave me a chance to meet Guy again, after a very long time. He asked me
to write about Eden and so presented me with another challenge to articulate the methodology within language and develop a way of writing through “dreaming”. The text has been
published in the modul-dance book The Ethics of Art. Thank you for that!
I don’t miss you modul-dance, but it’s more fun doing things together with you. “I love you.
End of list”.
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On Failed Romance and True Love

Before entering the modul-dance network I had began to do research for a solo work Eden,
which would take over two years before being ready to premiere. The modul-dance partners,
amongst others, gave me a series of opportunities to present the show as work-in-progress in
different more experimental settings. A couple of times with the audience I was able to test
out the choreographic and performative method based on “dreaming”, employed within a live
performative feedback framework. These public presentations were really the cornerstones
of the Eden creation process and made me see where to take it further. Finally Kino Šiška
premiered Eden with great success. Thank you for that!

For the Tanzquartier Wien, modul-dance represents a logical continuation of its cooperation
policy on a European level. Since way back in 2005-2008 the Tanzquartier Wien has led the
project IDEE – Initiatives in Dance through European Exchange, and the resulting experience
of exchanges, mutual information, and cooperation were crucial to our active participation in
this even bigger project and taking a leading and financially important position within it.
In fact, one of the most positive experiences was, in spite of the significant differences
existing between the participating dancehouses, their (financial) situation and their
structural possibilities, to quickly construct a common foundation based on trust. And the
annual selection of artists also became more and more professionalized, to the extent that
in the end such a wide range of artists and ideas were proposed that we regretfully could no
longer promote, co-produce or present them all – so we had to have a selection process. And
with fifty-two artists and concepts selected, four-and-a-half years was almost not enough!
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One tinge of regret remains, however: the far too short duration of the project. Now that
all means and modes of cooperation have been established, that we respectfully trust each
others’ artistic proposals, that the communication channels are mature – the project comes
to an end. We have got to know so many new artistic characters, seen so much interesting
work – and have received an important and deep insight into the artistic scenes of other
countries and their aesthetics; we have got to know new subject and talent that we would
not have otherwise known; we are in contact with dancehouses and countries that will be
important to us for future collaborations and further projects. We will keep in touch!
So thanks for the numerous contacts and discussions, for the exciting artistic works and
insights into the dance and political scenes in sixteen European countries. How else can
contemporary dance develop, if not like this?
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By Walter Heun

artistic director at Tanzquartier Wien

That said, we are extremely grateful that through the support of modul-dance and
cooperation with our dancehouse partners we have been able to make new productions by
Anne Juren, An Kaler and The Loose Collective a possibility and that these three artists or
collectives have been able to show their pieces throughout Europe, to introduce themselves
both to our colleagues and organisers, and in front of new audiences, and to significantly
expand their career paths together in Europe. And, equally, that the Tanzquartier Wien has
been able to host such interesting guest artists as Tânia Carvalho, Fabrice Lambert, Jefta van
Dinther, Alessandro Sciarroni, Julia Cima, Eugénie Rebetez, Arno Schuitemaker, Cie. Chatha,
Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz, Gunilla Heilborn, Hooman Sharifi, David Wampach, Leja Jurišić,
Agata Maszkiewicz and Maud Le Pladec, with a variety of formats, or modules. We presented
sixteen pieces – either in Hall G or in the Studios. And we were able to send nine artists from
Austria to a partner dance house for a week, to work on their pieces and receive a major
impetus for their artistic development. A great success!

Tina Valentan
Working Title
© Saša Huzjak
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Tina Tarpgaard
Living Room
© Søren Meisner
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Facts and figures

Project partners

Selected artists

Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
(project leader)

The Isadora & Raymond Duncan Dance
Research Center Athens [GR]

Association pour la danse contemporaine
Gèneve [CH]
(associated partner)

HELLERAU-Europäisches Zentrum der
Künste Dresden [DE]

Art Stations Foundation Poznań [PL]

Centre de Développement
Chóregraphique Toulouse [FR]

Agata Maszkiewicz
[PL]
Project: Duel
Proposed by Art Stations Foundation
Poznań [PL]
Selected in 2012

Angie Hiesl & Roland Kaiser
[DE]
Project: ID-clash
Proposed by Tanzhaus NRW Düsseldorf
[DE]
Selected in 2012

Alessandro Sciarroni
[IT]
Project: UNTITLED_I will be there
when you die
Proposed by Centro per la Scena
Contemporanea Bassano del Grappa [IT]
Selected in 2012

Anita Wach
[PL]
Project: Oops
Proposed by Art Stations Foundation
Poznań [PL]
Selected in 2011

Kino Šiška Centre for Urban Culture
Ljubljana [SI]

Maison de la Danse Lyon [FR]

Plesna Izba Maribor [SI]
Centre National de la Danse Paris [FR]
Danshuis Station Zuid Tilburg [NL]

Tanzhaus NRW Düsseldorf [DE]
Dance Gate Lefkosia Cyprus [CY]
Tanzquartier Wien [AT]
Dance Ireland Dublin [IE]
The Place London [UK]

Alexandra Waierstall
[CY]
Project: Mapping the Wind
Proposed by The Isadora & Raymond
Duncan Dance Research Center Athens
[GR]
Selected in 2010

Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]

Dansehallerne Copenhagen [DK]
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DeVIR/CAPa Centro de Artes
Performativas do Algarve Faro [PT]

An Kaler
[AT]
Project: On Orientations/Untimely
Encounters
Proposed by Tanzquartier Wien [AT]
Selected in 2012

Anne Juren
[AT]
Project: Tableaux Vivants
Proposed by Tanzquartier Wien [AT]
Selected in 2010

Antje Pfundtner
[DE]
Project: Nimmer
Proposed by HELLERAU - Europäisches
Zentrum der Künste Dresden [DE]
Selected in 2012
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Centro per la Scena Contemporanea
Bassano del Grappa [IT]

Ben Duke/Lost Dog
[UK]
Project: It Needs Horses/Home for Broken
Turns
Proposed by The Place London [UK]
Selected in 2011

Ben J. Riepe
[NL/DE]
Project: Hundstage
Proposed by Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg [NL]
Selected in 2010
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Cláudia Dias
[PT]
Project: Vontade de Ter Vontade
Proposed by DeVIR/CAPa Centro de Artes
Performativas do Algarve Faro [PT]
Selected in 2010

Coraline Lamaison
[FR]
Project: Narcisses 2.0
Proposed by Centre de Développement
Chóregraphique Toulouse [FR]
Selected in 2010

Daniel Abreu
[ES]
Project: Animal
Proposed by Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona [ES]
Selected in 2010

David Wampach
[FR]
Project: SACRE
Proposed by Centre National
de la Danse Paris [FR]
Selected in 2010

Emma Martin
[IE]
Project: Tundra
Proposed by Dance Ireland
Dublin [IE]
Selected in 2012

Eric Minh Cuong Castaing/Cie. Shonen
[FR]
Project: lil’dragon
Proposed by Centre de Développement
Chóregraphique Toulouse [FR]
Selected in 2012

Eugénie Rebetez [CH]
Project: Encore
Proposed by Association pour la danse
contemporaine Gèneve [CH]
Selected in 2011

Fabrice Lambert
[FR]
Project: Faux Mouvement
Proposed by Centre National de la Danse
Paris [FR]
Selected in 2011

Fearghus Ó Conchúir
[IE]
Project: Tabernacle
Proposed by Dance Ireland Dublin [IE]
Selected in 2010

Frauke Requardt
[UK]
Project: Episode
Proposed by The Place London [UK]
Selected in 2010

Gunilla Heilborn
[SE]
Project: Akademien
Proposed by Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]
Selected in 2010

Hafiz Dhaou & Aïcha M’Barek/
Cie. Chatha
[TN/FR]
Project: Kharbga, jeux de pouvoir
Proposed by Maison de la Danse Lyon [FR]
Selected in 2010

Helena Franzén
[SE]
Project: Slipping Through My Fingers
Proposed by Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]
Selected in 2011
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Arno Schuitemaker
[NL]
Project: I is an Other
Proposed by Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg [NL]
Selected in 2012

Ioannis Mandafounis & May Zarhy
[GR/CH]
Project: Pausing
Proposed by The Isadora & Raymond
Duncan Dance Research Center Athens
[GR]
Selected in 2011

Itamar Serussi
[IL/NL]
Project: Mono
Proposed by Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg [NL]
Selected in 2011
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Jasmina Križaj
[SI]
Project: The Very Delicious Piece
Proposed by Plesna Izba Maribor [SI]
Selected in 2010

Jefta van Dinther
[SE/DE]
Project: As It Empties Out
Proposed by Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]
Selected in 2012

Julia Cima
[FR]
Project: Cold Blood
Proposed by Centre National de la Danse
Paris [FR]
Selected in 2012

Jurij Konjar
[SI]
Project: Still
Proposed by Kino Šiška Center for Urban
Culture Ljubljana [SI]
Selected in 2012

Kaori Ito
[JP/DE]
Project: Island of no memories
Proposed by Tanzhaus NRW Düsseldorf
[DE]
Selected in 2010

Leja Jurišić
[SI]
Project: Ballet of Revolt
Proposed by Kino Šiška Center for Urban
Culture Ljubljana [SI]
Selected in 2010

Lili M
[SI]
Project: We all have more or less same parts
(research work) / As we begin, so shall we
go (stage work)
Proposed by Plesna Izba Maribor [SI]
Selected in 2012

Liz Roche
[IE]
Project: Body and Forgetting
Proposed by Dance Ireland Dublin [IE]
Selected in 2011

loscorderos
[ES]
Project: ULTRAinnocence
Proposed by Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona [ES]
Selected in 2012

Luca Silvestrini/Protein
[UK]
Project: Border Tales
Proposed by The Place London [UK]
Selected in 2012

Magali Milian & Romuald Luydlin/
La Zampa
[FR]
Project: Spekies
Proposed by Centre de Développement
Chóregraphique Toulouse [FR]
Selected in 2011

Mala Kline
[SI]
Project: Eden
Proposed by Kino Šiška Ljubljana [SI]
Selected in 2011

Marcos Morau/La Veronal
[ES]
Project: Siena
Proposed by Mercat de les Flors
Barcelona [ES]
Selected in 2011
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Hooman Sharifi
[NO]
Project: Then Love was found and set the
World on fire
Proposed by HELLERAU - Europäisches
Zentrum der Künste Dresden [DE]
Selected in 2011

Marie-Caroline Hominal
[FR/CH]
Project: Froufrou
Proposed by Association pour la danse
contemporaine Gèneve [CH]
Selected in 2012

Pia Meuthen
[NL]
Project: Skin
Proposed by Danshuis Station Zuid
Tilburg [NL]
Selected in 2010

Maud Le Pladec
[FR]
Project: DEMO/DEMOCRACY
Proposed by Maison de la Danse Lyon [FR]
Selected in 2012

Qudus Onikeku
[FR]
Project: STILL/Life
Proposed by Maison de la Danse Lyon [FR]
Selected in 2011

Patricia Apergi/Aerites Dance Company
[GR]
Project: Planites
Proposed by The Isadora & Raymond
Duncan Dance Research Center Athens
[GR]
Selected in 2012

Sofia Dias & Vítor Roriz
[PT]
Project: Satellites
Proposed by DeVIR/CAPa Centro de Artes
Performativas do Algarve Faro [PT]
Selected in 2012

The Loose Collective
[AT]
Project: The Old Testament According to The
Loose Collective
Proposed by Tanzquartier Wien [AT]
Selected in 2011

The Mob
[SE/DK]
Project: Baby it’s you not me
Proposed by Dansehallerne Copenhagen
[DK]
Selected in 2012

Tina Tarpgaard
[DK]
Project: Living Room
Proposed by Dansehallerne Copenhagen [DK]
Selected in 2010

Tina Valentan
[SI]
Project: Working Title
Proposed by Plesna Izba Maribor [SI]
Selected in 2011

Selection meetings
At Maison de la Danse Lyon [FR]
22/09/2010 - 25/09/2010

Tânia Carvalho
[PT]
Project: Icosahedron
Proposed by HELLERAU - Europäisches
Zentrum der Künste Dresden [DE]
Selected in 2010

At Graner/Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
16/09/2011 - 18/09/2011
At Graner/Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
09/11/2012 - 13/11/2012
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Perrine Valli
[CH/FR]
Project: Je pense comme une fille enlève sa
robe
Proposed by Association pour la danse
contemporaine Gèneve [CH]
Selected in 2010

Conferences

Aline Kristine Mohl

Laia Fabre

Amy Bell

Laura Murphy

Anna Nowicka

Leandro Kees

Aoife McAtamney

Liv O’Donoghue

Ben Duke

Lucy Suggate

Björn Säfsten

Magda Ptasznik

Brigitte Wilfing

Mary Wycherley

Charalambous Koushos

Michael O’Connor

Dominika Knapik

Mickael Marso Riviére

Dorothee Schackow

Mizar Martínez

Eleana Alexandrou

Moreno Solinas

Elena Gianotti

Regina Picker

Esta Matkovic

Sebastián García Ferro

Fabien Prioville

Simon Ellis

Felix Bürkle

Sol Vázquez

Giorgia Nardin

Sonia Gómez

Giovanna Garzotto

Sònia Sánchez

Guy Nader

Stephanie Thiersch

Igor Urzelai

Thomas Kasebacher

Irene Schröder

Toni Jódar

Iris Heitzinger

Tomas Danielis

Itamar Serussi

Vera Tussing

Iza Szostak

Weronika Pelczyńska

Julia Danzinger

Z. Silke

Kajsa Sandström

+ other Carte Blanche for cultural workers

The Active Spectator
Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina
Sofía [ES]
10/06/2010 - 13/06/2010

Dance/Body at the Crossroads of Cultures
Dance Gate Lefkosia Cyprus [CY]
16/06/2011 - 18/06/2011

Ethics is Aesthetics? For an Ecology of
the Arts of both Environment and Body
Danshuis Station Zuid Tilburg [NL]
02/10/2012 - 04/10/2012

What do you want to share with others?
Tanzhaus NRW Düsseldorf [DE]
04/09/2013 - 06/09/2013

Engaging Audiences
Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]
05/12/2013 - 06/12/2013

Conversations
Mercat de les Flors/Graner Barcelona [ES]
27/11/2014 - 29/11/2014
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Carte blanche

CoFestival
Kino Šiška Centre for Urban Culture
Ljubljana [SI]
26/05/2012 - 08/06/2012

Sâlmon< European Talents in Movement
Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
31/10/2012 - 11/11/2012

Modul-dance festival. Young
European Choreographers
HELLERAU - Europäisches Zentrum der
Künste Dresden [DE]
02/11/2012 - 10/11/2012

Made in Dublin
Dance Ireland Dublin [IE]
28/01/2013 - 02/02/2013

CoFestival
Kino Šiška Centre for Urban Culture
Ljubljana [SI]
17/06/2013 - 21/06/2013 + 21/09/2013 27/09/2013
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Modul-dance festival. Young
European Choreographers
HELLERAU - Europäisches Zentrum der
Künste Dresden [DE]
13/09/2013 - 21/09/2013

Films screenings programme
Sâlmon< European Talents Upstream
Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
19/10/2013 - 03/11/2013

Dans <3 Stockholm
Dansens Hus Stockholm [SE]
04/12/2013 - 08/12/2013

Arc for Dance Festival
The Isadora & Raymond Duncan Dance
Research Center Athens [GR]
02/05/2014 - 04/05/2014

HOP’LA! temps fort danse
Association pour la danse contemporaine
Gèneve [CH]
23/04/2014 - 28/05/2014

Modul-dance festival. Young
European Choreographers
HELLERAU - Europäisches Zentrum der
Künste Dresden [DE]
25/09/2014 - 28/09/2014

Modul-dance focus
Centre National de la Danse Paris [FR]
13/11/2014 - 26/11/2014

Sâlmon<European Artists Now
Mercat de les Flors Barcelona [ES]
27/11/2014 - 07/12/2014

Se Fondre. Antonin de Bemels. Belgium, 2006. 25’
Midday. Margaret Williams. United Kingdom, 2003. 5’40’’
Rewind. Marten Nilsson. Sweden, 2003. 5’
While The Cat’s Away. Helena Jonsdottir and Unnur Osp Stefansdottir. Iceland, 2002. 5’
Fisticuffs. Miranda Penell. United Kingdom, 2004. 11’
Tauperlen. Gido Leytens. Holland, 2008. 12’
12 Sketches On The Impossibility of Being Still. Magali Charrier. United Kingdom, 2010. 8’
Karohano. Jeannette Ginslov. Denmark/South Africa, 2008. 9’
A.P.A.A.I. Guillem Morales. Spain, 2004. 10’
Break. Billy Cowie and Liz Aggiss. United Kingdom, 2005. 4’
120 Grados. Juanjo Fernández. Spain, 2008. 5’49’’
Animalz. Sergio Cruz. Portugal/United Kingdom, 2006. 3’20’’
En cadena. Hammudi Al-Rahmoun. Spain, 2008. 5’
Horizon Of Exile. Isabel Rocamora. United Kingdom/Chile, 2007. 22’
Svetobolje st1. Lucija Smodis. Slovenia, 2009. 14’
Undercurrent. Rosemary Butcher and Cathy Greenhalgh. United Kingdom, 2001. 9’
Ma Mère L’Oye. Thierry de Mey. Belgium, 2004. 28’
Line Dance. Alex Reuben. United Kingdom, 2004. 5’
Nascent. Gina Czarnecki. United Kingdom/Australia, 2005. 10’
Body Electric. Davide Pepe. Italy, 2005. 8’
Quelo De Garatas. Beatriz Sánchez. Spain, 2008. 4’46’’
Untitled Partner. Scentrifug. Sweden, 2007. 7’
Amandi. Francesc Sitges-Sardà. Spain, 2012. 6’
Away From Here. Katrina McPherson. United Kingdom, 2011. 12’
Beach Party Animal. Lizz Agyss i Joe Murray. United Kingdom, 2010. 20’
Blink. Àlex Rademakers. Spain, 2010. 7’
Breakadventure. Igor Krasik. Germany, 2012. 1’
Come See The World. Meritxell Aumedes. Sweden, 2012. 5’
Communication Breakdown. Beatriz Palenzuela. Spain, 2012. 6’
Coup de Grâce. Clara van Gool. Holland/Spain, 2011. 26’
Concurrence. Neil Baker and Steven Hatton. United Kingdom, 2012. 6’
Danza de la codorniz. Elena Córdoba and Chus Domínguez. Spain, 2010. 7’
El caballo rojo. Verena Grundhammer. Spain, 2012. 6’
El mur. Aitor Echevarria. Spain, 2012. 10’
Hope. Pedro Sena Nunes. Portugal, 2010. 10’
Le Badinage. Albert Merino. France, 2010. 6’
Los Calmucos Invisibles. Antonio Quiles/Danza Mobile. Spain, 2012. 8’
Motion Sickness. John Mcllduff. Ireland, 2012. 10’
One Man Walking. Margaret Williams. United Kingdom, 2011. 17’
Piedra, papel, tijeras. Noemi Viana and Eva Pineda. Spain, 2010. 4’
Sea Of Roofs. Antonin de Bemels. Belgium, 2011. 5’
The Last Tree. Jordi Arqué. Spain, 2013. 10’
VRRTI. Ana Cembrero & Jorge Piquer. Belgium, 2011. 4’
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Festivals

Europe, an artist’s-eye view:
city guides collection
One of the modul-dance project key elements is the
promotion of mobility, so that artists receiving its
support follow itineraries across Europe to develop
their creative work and present it to different
audiences.
Each of the guides in this collection shows a city
from the viewpoint of a local artist, who proposes
his or her own particular route to artists in transit,
seeking to put them in connection with their
host city. While these city routes share some
basic features, each one is different and in their
differences lies a wealth of gazes, aesthetics,
approximations to the local and much more. In
a word, they form a mirror of the diversity that
modul-dance has always fostered.

List of titles:
Athens [GR]
Barcelona [ES]
Bassano del Grappa [IT]
Dresden [DE]
London [UK]
Paris [FR]
Poznań [PL]
Stockholm [SE]
Toulouse [FR]

City guides collection
Illustrations: © Oliver Montiel
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Vienna [AT]

The modul-dance people
© Lluís Gutiérrez
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The modul-dance people
© Lluís Gutiérrez

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Mercat de les Flors
Project leader
Francesc Casadesús
Project advisor
Ulrike Kuner
Project manager
Amélie Louys
Project assistant
Mara Maso
Communication manager
Sílvia González

Lleida, 59
ES · 08004 Barcelona
Tel: + 34 932 562 600
www.modul·dance.eu

PARTNERS
ADC Genève CH (associated partner) · Art Stations Foundation Poznań PL · CDC Toulouse
FR · CND Paris FR · Centro per la Scena Contemporanea Bassano del Grappa IT · Dance Gate
Lefkosia Cyprus CY · Dance Ireland Dublin IE · Dansens Hus Stockholm SE · Dansehallerne
Copenhagen DK · Danshuis Station Zuid Tilburg NL · DeVIR/CAPa Faro PT · DDRC Athens GR
· HELLERAU·Europäisches Zentrum der Künste Dresden DE · Kino Šiška Ljubljana SI · Maison
de la Danse Lyon · FR · Mercat de les Flors Barcelona ES · Plesna Izba Maribor SI · Tanzhaus
NRW Düsseldorf DE · Tanzquartier Wien AT · The Place London UK

2010 - 2014
This work programme has been funded with the support of the European
Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the
Commission cannot be hold responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

